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Super Stars of Hold'em does for hold'em what Doyle Brunson's Super System 2 did for poker.
Negreanu gathers together the greatest young players, theorists, and world champions of
hold'em, to present insider professional secrets and winning strategies for the only poker game
that counts nowadays-hold'em. Ten powerful chapters cover every aspect of the major hold'em
games-limit, no-limit, and pot-limit for cash games and tournaments -- with in-depth coverage on
all aspects of play. This weighty volume will be an instant classic-poker players cannot ignore the
professional advice from the greatest stars of the game.

PRAISE FOR DONNYBROOK"Detzer establishes himself as the premier historian of the war's
first months, as Donnybrook follows his thoughtful, much acclaimed Allegiance. The result: an
elegantly written book that engages from first word to last . . . First-rate history presented with
great literary merit."-AMERICA'S CIVIL WAR"This is history as it should be written."-THE
SEATTLE TIMES—From the Inside FlapOn April 13th, Fort Sumter fell.Soon, the capital of the
United States would be under siege....For two weeks in 1861, Washington, D.C., was locked in a
state of panic. Would the newly formed Confederate States of America launch its first attack on
the Union by capturing the nation's capital? Would Lincoln's Union fall before it had a chance to
fight?Wedged between Virginia and Maryland-two states bordering on secession-Washington
was isolated; its communications lines were cut, its rail lines blocked. Newly recruited volunteers
were too few and were unable to enter the city. A recently inaugurated Lincoln struggled to form
a plan-defense or attack? Intelligence rumors and incendiary headlines revealed Norfolk and
Harpers Ferry fallen to rebels, and the notorious "mobtown" Baltimore ignited by riots.David
Detzer pulls the drama from this pivotal moment in American history straight from the pages of
diaries, letters, and newspapers. With an eye for detail and an ear for the voices of average
citizens, he beautifully captures the tense, miasmic atmosphere of these first chaotic days of
war."From the Back CoverOn April 13th, Fort Sumter fell. Soon, the capital of the United States
would be under siege.... For two weeks in 1861, Washington, D.C., was locked in a state of
panic. Would the newly formed Confederate States of America launch its first attack on the
Union by capturing the nation's capital? Would Lincoln's Union fall before it had a chance to
fight?Wedged between Virginia and Maryland-two states bordering on secession-Washington
was isolated; its communications lines were cut, its rail lines blocked. Newly recruited volunteers
were too few and were unable to enter the city. A recently inaugurated Lincoln struggled to form
a plan-defense or attack? Intelligence rumors and incendiary headlines revealed Norfolk and
Harpers Ferry fallen to rebels, and the notorious "mobtown" Baltimore ignited by riots.David
Detzer pulls the drama from this pivotal moment in American history straight from the pages of
diaries, letters, and newspapers. With an eye for detail and an ear for the voices of average



citizens, he beautifully captures the tense, miasmic atmosphere of these first chaotic days of
war.About the AuthorDavid Detzer is professor emeritus of history with Connecticut State
University. He is the author of several books, including Allegiance: Fort Sumter, Charleston, and
the Beginning of the Civil War; and The Brink: Cuban Missile Crisis, 1962. He lives in
Connecticut with his wife and several dogs.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.City -ofMagnificent -Intentions The Ball has -opened. —Hartford Courant, April 13, -
1861 When Charles Dickens visited Washington, D.C., during the 1840s, he was unimpressed.
“It is sometimes called the City of Magnificent Distances,” he said, “but it might with greater
propriety be termed the City of Magnificent Intentions.” He considered it characterized by
“spacious avenues, that begin in nothing, and lead nowhere; streets, mile---long, that only want
houses, roads, and inhabitants; public buildings that need but a public to be complete; and
ornaments of great thoroughfares, which only lack great thoroughfares to ornament.” A few
years after Dickens wrote these caustic lines, America, puffed up with pride, in light of her
successful war with Mexico and expansion to the Pacific, happily threw tax dollars into federal
construction. Workmen began building an obelisk to honor George Washington, Father of His
Country. According to its design, it would, when completed, soar to a height of 600 feet—making
it the tallest man---made structure in the world. The Treasury Building underwent major
expansion. Also, two massive wings were added to the Capitol, and the new galleries looking
down on the House and Senate could each seat over a thousand observers. And someday,
when the cast---iron dome of the Rotunda was finished, topped by a statue of Victory spreading
her arms above it to embrace the city and the nation beyond, its roof, 400 feet above the ground,
would approximate the height of St. Paul’s Cathedral in London and St. Peter’s in Rome. Not far
away, over at the Patent Office, slack---jawed visitors ogled hundreds of the latest national -
inventions. It was easy in those days to wander through such federal buildings. A
guidebook proudly said of Washington’s public edifices: “No armed sentinels morosely oppose
the entrance of the humblest; patience seems to be the universal characteristic of the
employees.” Even the White House was often open to the public, and its grounds served as a
kind of city park, with gravel walkways and pleasant trees and a fountain. When weather
permitted, on Wednesday evenings the Marine Band gave concerts on the lawn of the Executive
-Mansion. The District offered convenient and inexpensive public transport. For a nickel,
travelers went by omnibus from the Capitol to Georgetown, or from Columbia College to the
Potomac, or from Seventh Street to the navy yard. For those who were hungry,
Washington City offered scores of eateries; if one wished to tipple, it had hundreds of watering
holes. The city was home to four relatively swank hotels—including the largest, the National, in
whose saloons politicians often came to chat and drowse; and Willard’s (near the White House).
Pennsylvania Avenue was cobblestoned for part of its length and handsome trees lined its sides.
During each spring, pink peach blossoms tumbled delicately to the ground and the air grew
redolent with the scent of magnolias. The flora of the capital magically reflected its position
between North and South, having a smattering of plants from both sections—orchids and black



walnut, hackberry and sassafras.2 According to the 1860 census, the population of the District
was 75,080. This figure included 8,733 who lived in Georgetown, a good---sized town both older
and quite separate in those days from what was called Washington City. The District’s population
also included 5,225 people who resided in neither Georgetown nor Washington City, who were
described by the census as living in the “rural” sector. Here, farmers worked the tired land above
the Capitol. When Abraham Lincoln wished for a little quiet time, he often rode out along the
dusty country paths that meandered through that agrarian northern part of the -
District. Washington City had its problems. Discreet locals did not usually mention this fact, but
the place had numerous prostitutes and gambling establishments. Crime was rampant in parts
of Washington City. The District’s entire police force numbered only sixteen during daylight hours
and fifty at night. Many private homes were squalid, and except for a few impressive shops on
Pennsylvania Avenue, most stores were small, dirty, unpainted, shabby. The majority of the city’s
population consisted of hotel maids and Irish laborers, of hackmen and faro dealers, of clerks
and washerwomen. About 20 percent of the population was African American, including 11,131
free blacks and 3,185 -slaves. When the District was first created during the 1790s from
land donated by Virginia and Maryland, the federal government did not bother to write special
slave laws; it merely adopted the regulations the two states had been using. During ensuing
years, both Virginia and Maryland moderated their slave codes, but the District did not, retaining
the much harsher colonial regulations. Until halfway into the Civil War, according to District
statutes, if a black person struck a white, the miscreant could legally be cropped (that is, have
part of his or her ears cut off). For the crime of “false witness,” an African American could be
punished by a court with thirty---nine lashes, and have his or her ears nailed to a pillory before
cropping. Among the punishments judges meted out to District blacks were beheading and
quartering. All African Americans were required to carry a document showing their status—free
or slave. Visiting blacks were often not aware of this regulation. Cases occurred of free Northern
African Americans snatched from the District’s streets and thrown into prison for lack of the
necessary documentation, then sold into slavery to cover “jail fees.” (It was 1862 before
Congress finally voted to outlaw slavery in the District. When Lincoln signed the bill into law, he
declared himself “gratified” that it provided for payment to the owners, and also that money was
being set aside to colonize the freed blacks somewhere else, far outside the United
States.)3 Georgetown, serving as the District’s chief port, was situated at the fall line of the
Potomac. Ships jammed its docks; old photographs show a tangle of masts of assorted vessels
tied at the wharves. In early 1861 Georgetown was still a bustling commercial town, home to
about fifty flour mills that ground grain brought from the interior of Virginia or Maryland.
Georgetown was also the center of America’s largest shad and herring -market. Some visitors
arriving in the national capital were surprised that so much of it was still a wilderness. Deer, otter,
skunks, and opossums seemed everywhere. So were nine different types of turtles, nine species
of frogs, and toads—to say nothing of countless snakes and salamanders and water lizards. The
District was home to eighteen different bivalves and thirty---two univalves. It was also a stopping



place for birds migrating north in the spring and south in the autumn. During April, lovers
picnicking near Rock Creek might have noticed warblers, small flycatchers, and thrushes. By
summertime a person could espy ducks of great variety, sandpipers and cardinal grosbeaks,
rails and black---throated buntings. Locals fished the nearby Potomac for eel, pike, sturgeon,
perch, or -sunfish. Some things in the District were less bucolic. Inside federal buildings,
all the staircases and other public spaces seemed dank and fetid with spittle from tobacco
chewers. The carpets of the White House and Congress were equally bespattered. An open
canal slicing through the District’s center carried raw sewage from the hotels and public
buildings. The canal’s noxious ooze drifted slowly and pungently past the White House until it
floated onto the mud flats next to the Potomac. The remains of dead domestic animals rotted
here, along with the occasional body of an unwanted baby. Cattle wandered loose in the city; so
did chickens and pigs. There was a city ordinance requiring that pigs be penned, but most
owners ignored it, and stray hogs waddled about searching for grub. When the authorities tried
to round up the porkers, the animals’ shouting owners often fought the policemen, while gleeful
crowds gathered to watch. In 1861 a young visitor from Massachusetts wrote home:
“Washington is the most filthy city that it has ever been my chance to see.” He compared it
unfavorably to Boston and Lowell. “When at home, we are not accustomed to see hogs running
at large in the principle streets of the city, or the carcasses of dead dogs and goats left to decay
by the side of the street, in the heart of the city, as is the case here, much to the disgust of our
nasal organs.”4 Washington, in other words, was not an easy place to categorize. It was a
contradictory town. John F. Kennedy’s famous description of it as combining Northern charm
with Southern efficiency would have been just as apt a century earlier. But his witticism would
hardly have amused the populace of 1861 because of their parlous position between those two -
regions. One person, more than any other American, was giving deep thought to the
prospect of an attack on Washington: Winfield -Scott. Scott was an excellent soldier, and
respected. Born in Virginia in 1786 to a middle---...Read more
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GAMBLER’S BOOK CLUBGet all your gambling books at Gambler’s Book Club in Las Vegas,
and enjoy the world’s largest selection of gambling books, software, and information—more than
3,000 titles in stock!FREE POKER & GAMING MAGAZINES!Sign up now to read all about the
exciting world of poker, gambling, and online gaming. Our free online magazines are packed
with tips, expert strategies, tournament schedules and results, gossip, news, contests, polls,
prepublication book discounts, free-money bonuses for online sites, words of wisdom from the
world’s top experts and authorities, and much more! And what’s best—it’s FREE! Visit us now!
Cardoza Publishing is the foremost gaming and gambling publisher in the world with a library of
more than 200 up-to-date and easy-to-read books and strategies. These authoritative works are
written by the top experts in their fields and with more than 10,000,000 books in print, represent
the best-selling and most popular gaming books anywhere.SECOND PRINTINGCopyright ©
2008 by Daniel Negreanu- All Rights Reserved -Todd Brunson photo © Rob Gracie/Visit our
website or write for a full list of Cardoza Publishingbooks and advanced strategies.CARDOZA
PUBLISHING P.O. Box 98115, Las Vegas, NV 89193Toll-Free Phone (800)577-WINSemail:
cardozabooks@aol.comI’d like to dedicate this book to the best parents in the world, Constantin
and Annie Negreanu. They didn’t always agree with my choices in life, but always supported me
and believed I could accomplish anything I set my mind to.TABLE OF CONTENTSPREFACE by
Avery CardozaINTRODUCTION by Daniel NegreanuBIG-BET NO-LIMIT HOLD’EM: A
STRATEGY FOR NOVICE TOURNAMENT PLAYERS by Evelyn NgINTRODUCTIONA
SIMPLIFIED STRATEGY FOR NO-LIMIT HOLD’EM TOURNAMENTSNeutralizing Experienced
OpponentsPREFLOPTournament Theory for Novice PlayersBet SizingThe 25-percent
RuleStarting Hand GuidelinesPlaying a Short StackPreflop SummaryFLOPFlopping Top Pair or
an Overpair to the BoardFlopping Two Pair or a SetFlopping a Straight or a FlushFlopping a Full
House or BetterMissing With an A-KPlaying a Pair When Overcards Are on BoardPlaying
Against Multiple OpponentsPlaying Drawing HandsFlop Play SummaryTURN PLAYRIVER
PLAYHow Much to Value BetWhen to Call a River BetAdjusting For Short-handed PlayThe Next
Stage: Limping and Calling RaisesCONCLUSIONWINNING AT HIGH-LIMIT CASH GAMES by
Todd BrunsonINTRODUCTIONHOW MUCH TO BUY IN?How Winning Influences
ResultsRebuying Short When You’re LosingBuying and Rebuying LargeRisk Versus
RewardFIND YOUR OWN STYLEIDENTIFY YOUR OPPONENTSTight-passive PlayersWeak-
loose PlayersBLUFFINGPlayers To BluffTable ImageBluff ReraisesBroken And Coordinated
FlopsThe SemibluffVALUE BETTINGPlaying a SetTRAPPINGTrap HandsTrap Hands and
DominationDEALING WITH MEGA-LOSSCASH GAMES VERSUS TOURNAMENT PLAYALL
OR NOTHINGTHE BIG GAMEPLAYING NO-LIMIT HOLD’EM ONLINE by Erick
LindgrenINTRODUCTIONHOW I STARTED ONLINEADVANTAGES OF PLAYING ONLINE1.
You Can Easily Join a Game2. You Quickly Gain Experience3. You Can Locate Ideal
OpponentsASSESSING YOUR OPPONENTSFOCUSING ONLINEBETTING



PATTERNSMaintain a Consistent Bet SizeVary the Types of Hands You PlayPicking Up Betting
PatternsAdvance Play ButtonsBUY-IN STRATEGIESShort Stack Buy-In Theories and
StrategiesBig Stack Buy-In Theories and StrategiesUnderstand Your LimitsSTRATEGY AND
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DecisionsProtecting the BabiesUse Your InstinctsTAKING NOTESPREFLOP TOURNAMENT
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YouONLINE TELLSSPECIFIC SITUATIONSFlopping A SetPerceptionSqueezingSmall Pocket
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and ImageWorking Off Your ImageMAPPING OUT A PLANWeak/passive PlayersUnbluffable
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ConditionsBluffing PrinciplesCheck-raise BluffsPLAYING AGAINST PREDICTABLE
PLAYERSPLAYING AGAINST UNPREDICTABLE PLAYERSProtecting HandsBeing the
Aggressive PlayerTOURNAMENT CONCEPTSStudy Your OpponentsOpening Game PlanStack
Size Dictates PlaySmall Bluffs and Big PotsThe Mistake FactorPLAYING THE ALPHA
MALEAlpha Male Versus Alpha MaleDefending Against an Alpha MaleCHANGING
GEARSAnatomy of a Hand 3PLAYING JUNK HANDSBetter Quality Junk?MAKING
MOVESTaking Out LimpersA Big Bold MoveThe ReraisePlaying in the DarkA FEW LESSONS
FROM THE TOP PROSPhil Ivey’s Big LessonDaniel Negreanu’s Big LessonGrinder’s Big
LessonCONCLUSIONSMALL BALL by Daniel NegreanuSMALL BALL PHILOSOPHYBLINDS
AND ANTESSTARTING HANDSBig PairsMiddle PairsSmall PairsA-K and A-QAces and
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HandsBETTINGIntroductionPreflop RaisingRaise More Versus Tough PlayersMore Action for
Less MoneyCalling Rather Than ReraisingDead Money GrabsPlaying Against a ReraiseCalling



All-in Bets or RaisesPlaying a Short StackFLOP PLAYIntroductionSmall Preflop Raises Can Win
You More Money After the FlopPosition: The Blackjack AnalogyPlaying Drawing Hands on the
FlopPlaying Marginal Hands After the FlopLosing the MinimumSmall Ball ThinkingKeeping the
Pot SmallMixing Up Your Play on the FlopHit or Miss FlopsManipulating the Pot SizeChecking
Big Hands on the FlopCalling on the Flop With Nothing Except the Intention of Stealing The Pot
LaterWaiting Until the Turn For More InformationAppearing to Play Weak PokerTURN
PLAYWinning Pots With PositionThe Johnny Chan PlayCheck-raising the TurnRepresenting
Hands on the TurnCalling With Drawing Hands on the TurnCalling With Draws and Factoring in
Bluff OutsPlaying Top Pair and Overpairs on the TurnPlaying Overpairs Out of PositionPlaying
Overpairs in PositionFundamental Tournament ConceptLooking for TellsFour Tells to Look
ForGiving Away Free CardsMaking a Weaker Play For Bigger ConsiderationsRIVER
PLAYIntroduction to River PlayGetting Maximum ValueCorrect Value Bet SizingWhen Checking
Wins More Than BettingBetting For Value When Your Opponents Won’tUsing the Defensive
BetLaying Down Hands on the RiverWhere Pot Odds Misrepresent a SituationMaking Big
Laydowns Based on ReadsTell-based LaydownsFiguring Out the Correct River BetRecognizing
SituationsChecking in Marginal SituationsThoughts: In and Out of Position on the RiverFive Key
River QuestionsBluffingSummaryCONCLUSIONLAST WORDS by Daniel
NegreanuGLOSSARYPREFACEPREFACEAvery CardozaThe book you’re holding will forever
change the way you think about no-limit hold’em. Seriously. You’re about to read a treatise on
beating the game of poker headlined by one of the most brilliant poker players in the world. Not
smart, brilliant. And along with game-changing advice from Daniel, a select group of his friends,
stars of the game in their own right, will give you their secrets as well.How good is this book?Let
me put it simply. There are three books that I place in the pantheon of great poker books written
in modern times. I’ll call that time period the last 30 years, an era that was ushered in by the first
book on my list. (I’m sure you can guess which one it is.) The books I elevate to this pedestal
meet three critical criteria:1. The strategies are so profound—even affecting the mindset of the
game itself—that three readings are not quite enough to absorb the book’s scope and depth.2.
The material is revolutionary, elevating already published information to a level not previously
expressed in print, and causing a profound impact on how players approach and play poker.3.
The text is accurate, presents incisive game-changing concepts, and is well-written, with no
monkey–talk, platitudes, or inane math such as that processed by a few self-righteous
egomaniacs.So, what are the books? Not surprisingly, the first one is Doyle Brunson’s Super
System, the bible of poker and a must-read for any serious player, with nods to its worthy sequel,
Super System 2. The second book on my list is the one you’re holding, Daniel Negreanu’s Power
Hold’em Strategy. Once you finish reading its concepts and strategies, I don’t think you will have
any argument about this selection.That puts two books on my list, neither of which is a
controversial choice, leaving room for one other title…drumroll, please. Easy, now—not so fast!
The competition for that third slot is great indeed. World-class players and authors have
published significant works— Caro’s Book of Poker Tells, the Harrington on Hold’em series, and



the Cloutier/McEvoy Championship series. These are all worthy aspirants to the throne but still, I
don’t quite squeeze them into the three-headed pantheon of the poker gods.I’m tempted to put a
new book near the top, the also-brilliant Poker Tournament Formula 2 (and its companion guide,
Poker Tournament Formula) by Arnold Snyder. This book incisively and accurately depicts the
landscape of how tournaments really should be played, and debunks widely accepted icons and
strategies in the process. But I’ll have to see how this one passes the test of time. Snyder’s
tournament utility theories are opening the minds of a lot of tournament poker players.So, what is
that third book? I don’t want to let you down after this buildup, but I’m going to leave that one slot
in the top-three category open, for now anyway. Why? Because I suspect it will eventually be
filled by Daniel’s next big book. Or will the legend-to-be, Todd Brunson, who threatens to write
his own magnus opus, steal that spot? Or might Snyder’s groundbreaking work rise to that
hallowed place? Yes, we’ll have to wait for that one final anointment.Meanwhile, the baton of the
great poker books, initially carried by Doyle Brunson’s game-changing Super System, has
passed on to a new generation of hold’em players guided by Daniel Negreanu’s Power Hold’em
Strategy. It is this millennium’s heir apparent to Super System. As Doyle did with his seminal
work in 1978 (and later, with his updated Super System 2 in 2005), Daniel has enlisted great
players who have agreed to give away their powerful secrets to winning. The difference is that
Daniel’s book focuses only on no-limit hold’em, giving you 100 percent penetration into the
“Cadillac of poker,” as Doyle so aptly put it.Helping carry the torch into the modern, aggressive
and innovative world of no-limit hold’em are two esteemed Super System 2 contributors, Todd
Brunson and Daniel, accompanied by Paul Wasicka, Evelyn Ng, David Williams and Erick
Lindgren. These great contributors have won countless tournaments, tens of millions of dollars
in prize money, many millions more in cash games, and have achieved international fame
through their poker playing.I can promise you this—Daniel’s book is going to open your eyes in
awe. When he agreed to write under the Cardoza banner, I knew Daniel would fully commit
himself to giving our readers something special. I just didn’t realize it would be this special.Strap
yourself in, open up your mind, and get ready for a great read. The way you look at poker will be
never be the same again.INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONDaniel NegreanuBy deciding to buy
this book, you are taking the first step toward immensely expanding your poker knowledge. I put
a lot of work into Power Hold’em Strategy and will share secrets with you that have helped me
become the all-time money winner on the World Poker Tour, as well as consistently cash in the
World Series of Poker and other tournaments worldwide.In this book, you will find views on the
play of hands that I guarantee will surprise you, as well as open up your mind to the advanced
brand of poker that I play—small ball. Small-ball poker is designed to help you win in all forms of
no-limit Texas hold’em by using a betting approach that limits your risk on each hand while
promoting aggressive play.Before you are ready to tackle the powerful small-ball chapter,
however, I highly recommend that you review the entire book, starting with Evelyn Ng’s chapter
for beginning players. You’ll learn an introductory approach to playing no-limit hold’em
tournaments—not an optimal style of poker, mind you, but a great way for beginning players to



quickly become competitive in tournaments by using an aggressive preflop strategy.An
outstanding group of professional players—people who have achieved tremendous success in
no-limit hold’em tournaments and cash games—have contributed in-depth instructional
chapters to this book. Todd Brunson shares his insights on how he succeeds playing in the
biggest cash games in the world. My friends Erick Lindgren, Paul Wasicka and David Williams
each tackle specific no-limit hold’em instruction in their insightful chapters.Once you’ve digested
their dynamic formulas for winning, you’ll get to the small-ball chapter that I wrote. It has taken
me more than a year to write these strategies. I have invested a great deal of thought and effort
to make certain that I not only teach you how to be successful with a small-ball betting approach,
but how to successfully defend against opponents who employ a similar strategy.Obviously, this
book is not a quick read! You’ll find so much information to digest that you’ll probably want to
reread it several times, particularly the sections you find most important in helping plug leaks in
your game.I should also say that not all great players play alike. Sometimes they even disagree
with each other on the best way to play certain hands. Each contributor to this book has been
successful with his approach to hold’em, but as with anything, we don’t always agree. I would
challenge you to question the strategies you read and decide for yourself whether they will work
with your game. Even if you ultimately find that the small-ball approach isn’t for you, you’ll gain a
lot of value from understanding how small-ball players think.Once you get into the nitty-gritty
parts of my book, I predict that a few new light bulbs will start flashing in your mind illuminating
advanced insights that will lead you to a far deeper understanding of how you can become a
winning no-limit hold’em player.BIG-BETNO-LIMIT HOLD’EM:A STRATEGY FOR
NOVICETOURNAMENT PLAYERSEVELYN NGEvelyn Ng first attracted international attention
in 2003 when millions of poker fans saw her play in the World Poker Tour’s inaugural Ladies
Night tournament. Though new to tournament poker at the time, the attractive and personable
Canadian outlasted Jennifer Harman, Kathy Liebert and Annie Duke, finishing second to Clonie
Gowan.Ng later appeared at the 2005 Canadian Annual Poker Summit as the professional
centerpiece. She also has acted as a color commentator for Game Show Network’s Poker
Royale, and for NBC’s coverage of the Poker Superstars Invitational.This poker celebrity started
off by dealing in private clubs in Toronto, shifting to playing poker professionally, primarily in cash
games. She moved to Las Vegas and is currently climbing up the tournament poker ladder,
cashing for $73,230 in the 2006 WPT $25,000 Championship Event.Ng’s topic for this book
outlines a strategy that beginners can use in no-limit hold’em tournaments. If you are a
newcomer to tournament play, the strategy that she gives you is especially important because it
is specifically designed to help you counter the aggressive moves of more experienced players.
This gives you a much better chance of getting to the final table.BIG-BET NO-LIMIT HOLD’EM:
A STRATEGY FOR NOVICE TOURNAMENT PLAYERSBIG-BETNO-LIMIT HOLD’EM:A
STRATEGY FOR NOVICETOURNAMENT PLAYERSEvelyn NgINTRODUCTIONBefore I began
playing no-limit hold’em tournaments, I had been playing limit hold’em cash games for years as
a professional player. This was well before the poker boom. I never really had a reason to learn



how to play no-limit hold’em because back then, the only hold’em games you’d find in a casino
or cardroom were limit hold’em. After a novice player, Chris Moneymaker, won the World Series
of Poker in 2003, interest in playing poker picked up. Then when the World Poker Tour hit
television with its mini-cams that allowed you to see players’ hole cards, things really changed.
Suddenly, no-limit hold’em games were being spread everywhere and no-limit hold’em
tournaments became the new craze.The World Poker Tour gave me the opportunity to play in a
unique event on television, a special ladies-only tournament with five other women: Jennifer
Harman, Annie Duke, Kathy Liebert, Maureen Feduniak and Clonie Gowan. Unfortunately, there
was just one problem: I had never played no-limit hold’em!Luckily for me, Daniel Negreanu, my
good friend of many years, knew a thing or two about no-limit hold’em and he was gracious
enough to help me develop a strategy that would give me a fighting chance against that tough
group of players. In this chapter, I’d like to share with you “The System” that Daniel taught me for
that event and beyond.If you’ve had success playing no-limit hold’em cash games, but have
never before played a no-limit tournament, read on! You’ll pick up some valuable tips on playing
a strategy that we’ve specially designed to help you last as long as possible when you begin
playing no-limit tournaments. Otherwise, skip right along to the next chapter.A SIMPLIFIED
STRATEGY FOR NO-LIMIT HOLD’EM TOURNAMENTSTournament no-limit hold’em isn’t the
type of game you can jump into and play optimally right off the bat. Before you learn to run, you
must learn to walk. Before you can advance to a competitive level in no-limit hold’em
tournaments, you need to play a more simplified version of the game. One way to do that is by
playing a style of poker that allows you to avoid putting yourself into situations where you will be
forced to make difficult decisions. That’s what I like about Daniel’s simplified system of
tournament play for novices: It makes the game so much easier when you begin playing no-limit
hold’em tournaments.The advice in this chapter is geared specifically to beginning players; it is
not the ideal strategy for more accomplished players. Sometimes these suggestions may seem
to contradict what is written in the other sections of the book that are geared towards advanced
play. This chapter will have you focusing mostly on how to play before the flop, while the
advanced sections shift the focus to decisions you’ll be faced with after the flop. Understand that
you won’t necessarily be learning the optimal strategy for no-limit hold’em tournaments. Instead,
you’ll be using a strategy designed to help you advance deeper in tournament play by
neutralizing your more experienced opponents’ advantage over you.You’ll learn which hands to
play before the flop and how to bet those hands in various scenarios. You’ll also receive
guidelines as to how you should proceed post-flop. Once you’ve learned how to use this strategy
properly, and have become more comfortable playing tournament poker, you can take the next
step and start playing a more advanced strategy for no-limit hold’em tournaments. Thankfully,
you need go no further than the next few chapters in this book to find expert advice from Daniel
and the other contributors.The first step is understanding how to neutralize the edge enjoyed by
more experienced opponents.NEUTRALIZING EXPERIENCED OPPONENTSNovice players
can somewhat neutralize their more skilled opponents’ advantage by making large raises that



price them out of pots. By doing that, you force skilled players to pay a higher price to try to crack
your hand or outplay you. An extreme example of this is to simply go all in whenever you play a
hand. Going all in essentially forces your opponents to become robots. They can no longer
outplay you, so they are left with simply waiting and hoping that they eventually get a strong
enough hand to call you.The first obstacle in defending against an all-in bet is being dealt a
premium hand, but there is another obstacle as well— winning the pot with it! In hold’em, it is
rare to find a situation where you are, for example, an 85-percent favorite or better before the
flop. Even K♠ K♥ is only a 71 percent favorite over A♣ 6♦. And A♦ K♥ is a mere 61 percent
favorite over 6♥ 7♠.While moving all in before the flop would force your opponents to wait for
premium hands before they dare call you, it’s a bit more reckless than necessary. There are
certain situations late in a tournament when the blinds are high in relation to the stacks where an
all-in bet is certainly the way to go. But in the early and middle stages of deep-stack
tournaments, you would be risking far more chips with an all-in bet than you need to.Large raises
accomplish an important goal for beginning tournament players: They force skilled opponents to
wait for premium hands, and play a little more carefully against the raiser. That’s ideal for you as
a novice tournament player. Rather than putting yourself in tough situations after the flop where
things get a little trickier, your goal is to win the blinds and antes without being called by any of
your opponents.PREFLOPTOURNAMENT THEORY FOR NOVICE PLAYERSAn understanding
of how much to bet is at the top of your list. Raising to three times the size of the big blind is
considered to be a standard size raise in no-limit hold’em. If the blinds are $50/$100, a raise to
$300 is the traditional raise size in tournament play. Anything more than that is considered to be
a large raise, while raising less than three times the big blind is considered a small raise.But not
all experienced tournament players use that formula. If you’ve watched players like Daniel, Phil
Ivey, David Williams, Todd Brunson and some of the other superstars in the game, you’ve
noticed that their raise sizes are usually closer to two-and-a-half times the big blind. The reason
that works for them is that they want to get involved in more flops and thereby force their
opponents to make difficult decisions after the flop. And of course, they also risk fewer chips
when they attempt to steal the blinds.BET SIZINGHow much you raise on the hands you play is
where the strategy for novice players differs from traditional tournament protocol—and where it
differs from small-ball tournament strategy, as well. Instead of the standard strategy, and rather
than the small-ball strategy for raising, I suggest making your preflop raises four to five times the
size of the blind.For example, with blinds at $50/$100, if the size of your raise is $450 (4.5 times
the size of the big blind), you are laying 3 to 1 odds ($450 to win $150) on your attempt to steal
the blinds. A small-ball player who comes in for 2.5 times the big blind would only be laying 5-3
odds on his steal ($250 to win $150).If the blinds are $200/$400 with nine $50 antes, a small-ball
player will be risking $1,000 to win $1,050 (slightly better than even money) if he makes his
standard two-and-a-half times the blind raise. As a novice player using the raising guidelines I
suggest, you will be risking as much as $2,000 to win $1,050 (closer to 2 to 1).What is the main
reason that a novice player should raise more than a traditional tournament player and more



than a small-ball player? Experienced traditional players and small-ball players don’t mind being
called; they want to play flops. You, the novice, would rather not get called because you want to
avoid seeing flops.So, when you find a hand you are going to play and no one has yet entered
the pot, pick a number between four and five times the big blind and stick with it. I strongly
recommend that you don’t vary your raise sizes based on the strength of your hand. You don’t
want to develop any betting patterns that perceptive opponents may notice. For example,
suppose you are making your raises with A-A and K-K slightly smaller than you are with your
other hands because you want people to call you. Believe me, good players will catch on to what
you’re doing and will take advantage of you. You’ll be giving away information without even
realizing it. My philosophy is that you should always make them pay for any information about
your style of play!But as a novice, I suggest you start out by raising to five times the big blind. As
you improve your tournament game, you can slowly lower that number to four-and-a-half and
then to four times the big blind. When you become a superstar, you’ll eventually take it even
further to only two-and-a-half times the blind. But at the starting line, take it one step at a
time.Now let’s take a look at some other guidelines for preflop betting in various
situations.WHEN PLAYERS HAVE ALREADY LIMPED INTO THE POTIf a player has already
called in front of you, you have to make an even larger raise to force him out of the pot. What I
don’t want you to do is limp in behind this player. In fact, I don’t want you to limp in at all before
the flop (with the exception of those times when you’re in the small blind, which we’ll get to
later).Since your goal is to win pots preflop and avoid having to make tough decisions after the
flop, limping in should not be part of your repertoire of plays. Limping gives you no chance to win
the pot before the flop and, unless someone raises, guarantees that you’ll be taking a flop in
what may be a marginal situation for your hand. A beginning player should live and die by this
motto: Raise or fold before the flop!So, if no one has entered the pot in front of you before the
flop, you should abide by the five times rule—raise to five times the big blind. If one or two
limpers have entered the pot in front of you, make it seven times the size of the blind if you want
to play the hand. If more than two limpers come into the pot in front of you, make your raise nine
times the size of the big blind.For example, with the blinds at $100/$200, suppose one player
limps in for $200 in front of you. If you raise five times the size of the blind ($1,000), he is much
more likely to call the extra $800 than he is to call a raise that is seven times the blind ($1,400)
and costs him an extra $1,200. The larger raise amount should put enough pressure on your
opponent to make him think twice about calling you. And that is the result you want!I know for a
fact that this approach really frustrates the more skilled players who want to keep the pots small
preflop. They might even try to discourage you from making large raises before the flop, but don’t
let them get to you. Stick to your game plan, and I guarantee they’ll hate you for it!WHEN A
PLAYER HAS RAISED IN FRONT OF YOUThings get a little trickier when another player has
raised in front of you. Since your motto is, “Raise or fold before the flop,” you are going to rule out
smooth calling raisers as well as limpers. Since you aren’t going to be calling in any situations,
the number of hands you can play when facing a raise is limited.The raiser’s table position is an



important factor when deciding how to play a situation. To simplify things so that you don’t have
to worry too much about reading your opponents or playing a complicated guessing game, use
the following approach: Play conservatively against raises from early position and become
progressively more aggressive as you get closer to late position.Let’s look at an example. You
are dealt the A♣ Q♦ on the button. A player raises from under the gun. I suggest you fold. Yes,
fold! Despite the fact that you have a strong hand, a player who raises from early position
generally has a stronger hand.Now let’s look at a similar scenario. This time, you are dealt the
A♣ Q♦ in the small blind. A player raises to $300 from late position. You have the same exact
hand but this time you definitely want to play. Why? Because your opponent is more likely to be
stealing in this situation. The question is, how much should you raise? The answer to that brings
up another one of our rules: A preflop reraise should be five times bigger than the raise you are
facing.In this example, the raise was to $300, so you would raise it to a total of $1,500 (5 x $300
equals $1,500). That amount should apply enough pressure on your opponent to ensure that he
won’t be calling just to try to outplay you after the flop. If he calls the raise—or worse, reraises you
—it’s highly likely that your A-Q is in trouble. The size of your raise will help make it easier for you
to clearly define that. We’ll talk about what to do if he calls your raise later on in this chapter, but
for now let’s lay out a set of rules to guide you when an opponent raises in front of you before the
flop.WHEN YOU ARE FACING A RERAISEBy playing a conservative, yet aggressive, style of
poker, you won’t be faced with as many reraises as a looser player would get. Your raises will
demand more respect. Therefore, if a player does reraise you, his reraise usually signifies that
he has a legitimately strong hand that you should respect. Unless you have a premium hand,
you should fold in the face of a reraise unless it’s an all-in reraise that won’t cost you very many
chips to call. A short-stacked, all-in player’s range of hands is generally much wider than a
typical player’s. In other words, he’ll play more hands because he often gets to the point of
desperation, maybe even going all in with any hand that looks playable.If you have a premium
hand and someone reraises you, I would advise you not to get very fancy. Simply make a large
reraise with any of the following hands: A-A, K-K, Q-Q, A-K, and J-J. Fold any other hand,
including pairs lower than J-J and A-Q. Keep in mind that this strategy isn’t optimal, but for new
players like you who are just starting out on the tournament trail, playing this strategy is the
safest way to last as long as possible in an event. This approach will give you a chance to win by
being aggressive with your good hands and folding in all marginal situations.Of course, reading
your opponents plays a role in how you deal with any situation in poker. And as you improve as a
tournament player, you can add calling to your repertoire of plays. But for the most part, this
beginning strategy—Raise or Fold—is designed to make tournaments simpler to play by using a
basic system that you won’t have to think through in stressful situations, and a course of action
that you don’t need to veer from.This beginning system makes you susceptible to being trapped
by a skillful opponent; there’s no question about that. For example, if you are dealt Q-Q and
someone is dealt A-A or K-K, you aren’t at the stage where you can get away from these traps.
Instead, you’ll just have to hope that you get lucky and outdraw your opponent.A-A, K-K and Q-Q



are easy hands for you to play. Naturally, you’ll want to raise or reraise with them at every
opportunity. J-J and A-K are hands that you might want to be slightly more cautious with,
especially if you think that your opponent might have a stronger hand than yours. You may want
to fold these hands in the face of a reraise. But I don’t recommend that you fold unless you know
enough about how your opponent plays to justify the idea that he probably had A-A or K-K.THE
25-PERCENT RULEThe 25-percent rule is specifically designed for beginning tournament
players. It will help you to avoid outthinking yourself or getting outplayed in marginal situations.
The rule is simple: Anytime your standard raise represents 25 percent or more of your stack, you
should go all in. Think it over carefully and you’ll see why this rule is effective.Let’s look at an
example of how it works. Suppose the blinds are $100/$200 and you are sitting on a stack of
$3,700 in chips.Since your standard raise is 5 times the big blind or $1,000, making the raise
would represent more than 25 percent of your stack. So, rather than making a bet of $1,000, you
would be better served to go all in for the entire $3,700.ANYTIME YOUR STANDARD RAISE
REPRESENTS 25 PERCENT OR MORE OF YOUR STACK, YOU SHOULD GO ALL IN.The key
reason for going all-in in this situation is that it will help you avoid any potential mathematical
disasters if you get reraised before the flop. You see, if you make it $1,000 to go and a player
reraises you all in, you’ll be getting excellent pot odds to call—but what if you have a marginal
hand? Instead of being put in a situation where you have to make a difficult decision, your move-
in bet before the flop throws the decision back into your opponent’s court. If he calls, you cannot
be outplayed—you are going to see it through to the river, no matter what!The same rule applies
to reraises as well. For example, if a player makes it $600 to go with the blinds at $100/$200, a
standard reraise for you would be to $3,000—five times the original bet. If your stack size is
below $12,000 (25 percent of $12,000 is $3,000), then you should make a huge reraise and go
all in for the whole amount. That may seem risky, but again, it will help you to avoid having to
make tough decisions. Now suppose your stack size is $10,000 and you make it $3,000 to go. A
player moves all in over the top of that bet. Since you have already invested 30 percent of your
stack, you’re getting huge pots odds to make the call.I urge you to remember, however, that a
player who reraises a reraise before the flop almost always has a very strong hand. Being a
beginning tournament player, though, may make it difficult for you to discern how strong your
opponent’s hand is. You probably also will have trouble deciding whether or not you should call
for your remaining $7,000 against the kinds of hands your opponent may have. By going all in
before the flop rather than making your standard size of reraise, you can avoid this mathematical
problem altogether. And then, just hope for the best!I did really well using this betting strategy in
the WPT ladies night tournament. When my opponents saw that I was raising with good hands, it
discouraged them from trying to play back at me. I would win pots—though, admittedly, not huge
ones. But that was okay with me, because I didn’t want to get too sophisticated. This worked for
me because I wasn’t very good at getting fancy. Having a system in place going into the event
made me feel a lot more comfortable at the tournament table. Further, Daniel’s novice strategy
was very effective for me, especially for that particular, high-pressure setting.STARTING HAND



GUIDELINESExperienced players can play a variety of hands well, but as a new player, there
are fewer hands that you can play profitably. Let’s look at them by position.EARLY POSITIONYou
don’t want to play too loosely from early position as a beginning player. If you raise in first
position, be sure you have a strong hand. As always, make your standard raise with any hand
you play.In no-limit hold’em tournaments, the presence or absence of antes influences your play
to some degree. When there is no ante, you should play more conservatively than you do when
there is an ante. Let me explain why this is true. In big-stack tournaments, you have to start
posting an ante at a certain point in the event. Usually a $25 ante starts going in at the beginning
of the second $100/$200 round—often around the fourth level of play—and it gradually
increases throughout the remainder of the tournament.After the antes start going, the fun
begins, so to speak. You see, with more money in the pot, experienced players often loosen up
their requirements for starting hands and start trying to steal the antes and blinds more often.
This means that before the antes begin, the play is tighter than it is after the antes begin. For that
reason, you should play fewer starting hands in the beginning, adding some additional hands
after you start posting an ante.Following is a general guideline for hands you should raise from
early position. But if you don’t have one of the hands listed in the charts, fold.RAISING HANDS
IN EARLY POSITIONWhen There is No AntePairs 7-7 and HigherA-KA-QRAISING HANDS IN
EARLY POSITIONWhen There is an AnteAll PairsA-KA-QA-JK-QTwo Suited Cards 10 and
HigherMIDDLE POSITIONIn middle position you can play all the hands you play from early
position with very few changes. The big difference between playing hands from early position
and playing from middle position is that someone may have either called or raised in front of you.
Here are some guidelines for dealing with middle position hands based on the action in front of
you.If no one has entered the pot, raise with the hands in the following chart. But if you don’t
have one of the hands listed in the charts, fold.RAISING HANDS IN MIDDLE POSITIONWhen
No One Has Entered the PotAll PairsA-KA-QA-JK-QTwo Suited Cards 10 and HigherIf someone
has limped in front of you, raise with the hands in the following chart.RAISING HANDS IN
MIDDLE POSITIONWhen There is a Limper7-7 to A-AA-KA-QIf someone has raised in front of
you, reraise with the hands in the following chart.RAISING HANDS IN MIDDLE POSITIONWhen
There is Already a RaiseA-AK-KQ-QJ-JA-KDoes this strategy seem a little too conservative
against a raise? Remember, the raise you are facing is against an early position player. The only
time you might want to widen your list of reraising hands is when your opponent is a loose player
who raises from early position with suited connectors as well as strong hands. Against players
like Daniel, Erick Lindgren or Phil Ivey, you should reraise more often because they probably will
give you more credit for a strong hand since you are playing conservatively. Also, small-ball
players will often raise with speculative hands from any position, especially when antes are
present.The reason a novice needs to be a little more conservative against a raise, or even a
limp, is because you won’t be smooth calling any type of bet until you have more tournament
experience. Once you’ve mastered Daniel’s simple beginning system and you start to evolve as
a player, you will add a few tools to your repertoire, such as smooth calling raises and limping in



behind other limpers. But let’s wait until the end of this section to talk about how to use those
plays in accordance with your betting system.LATE POSITIONGreat players thrive in late
position by playing more hands and being aggressive in marginal situations. Even as a novice,
late position is the place where you can open up your game a little bit, though not a lot. Your
approach to playing late position should be identical to playing middle position except that you’ll
add a few hands to your list. You will only be adding them, however, in situations where no one
has yet entered the pot. If an opponent limps or raises preflop, you should play the same way
you play from middle position, for the most part.From late position, you can widen your range of
raising hands to include some of the marginally good hands like 8-8, 9-9, or A-Q. When no one
has entered the pot, raise with the hands in the following chart. But if you don’t have one of the
hands listed in the charts, fold.RAISING HANDS IN LATE POSITIONWhen No One Has Entered
the PotAll pairsA-KA-QA-JK-QTwo Suited Cards 10 and Higher9-10 suited8-9 suited7-8 suitedA-
x suitedRAISING HANDS IN LATE POSITIONWhen There is a Limper7-7 to A-AA-KA-QIf
someone has raised in front of you, reraise with the hands in the following chart.RAISING
HANDS IN LATE POSITIONWhen There is Already a RaiseA-AK-KQ-QJ-JA-KPLAYING THE
BLINDSWhen you use this novice betting system, playing from the blinds can be a little tricky.
There will be times where you may be seeing a flop in an unraised pot, which could put you in
some dangerous situations. Against a raise, you would proceed as normal, but if everybody has
just limped in, you’ll have a decision to make from the small blind. With half of a bet already in
the pot, there will be a few situations where it makes sense to call rather than raise or fold.Play
all the hands we’ve already discussed just like you would against limpers, regardless of your
position. However, I suggest that you play a little more conservatively from the small blind and
just call rather than raise with all of your hands except:RAISING HANDS IN SMALL BLIND
POSITIONA-AK-KQ-QA-KJ-J10-109-9A-QWith all the other playable hands that you would enter
a pot with from late position, it’s probably a safe play to go ahead and limp in from the small
blind. There are also some hands that I suggest adding to your play list from the small blind
when you have one-half the bet already in the pot:LIMPING HANDS IN SMALL BLIND
POSITIONAll suited connectors, such as 4-5, 3-4, 6-7All one-gap suited connectors, such as
10-8, 8-6, 5-7All two-gap suited connectors, such as 5-2, 7-4, 10-7, 9-6K-x suitedQ-x
suitedAdding these hands to your repertoire can be dangerous, but as long as you follow some
strict post-flop guidelines, there is some value in playing them. A great player would call from the
small blind with over 90 percent of the hands dealt to him in a limped pot because he is
confident in his ability to avoid disaster after the flop. But as a beginning player, you should
proceed cautiously from the blinds so that you don’t go broke in a tricky situation that your
betting system doesn’t cover.The betting system I have outlined for you is designed to help you
avoid tricky and dangerous situations. If you are nervous about playing these hands, don’t play
them at first. Wait until you feel more comfortable at the table and have developed confidence in
what you’re doing. Folding these hands isn’t a big mistake, especially for a new player who wants
to avoid trouble.SMALL BLIND VERSUS BIG BLINDFrom the small blind, if every other player



folds and it’s just you and the big blind, you can widen the scope of your raising hands to include
any ace, as well as any of the other playable hands mentioned for late position play with antes.If
you are in the big blind and the small blind just limps, you can also widen your reraising range
somewhat to include any ace and any hands that you would play from late position with
antes.PLAYING A SHORT STACKYour starting hand standards change as your stack dwindles
to the point where the 25 percent rule applies. If your standard raise represents 25 percent or
more of your stack, you can start being more aggressive by adding a few more hands to your
repertoire in every scenario.For example, if the blinds are $100/$200 and you are dealt the A♠
7♠ under the gun, but only have $2,100 left in chips, you should go all in. Despite the fact that A♠
7♠ isn’t a hand in your recommended group of starting hands from early position, tough
situations call for tough play. You are always better off going down with a fight than anteing
yourself out of the tournament while sitting around waiting for a premium hand.When you have a
short stack and are the first player to enter the pot, I suggest that you go all in with any of the
hands that you would enter the pot with from late position. Also, I prefer being aggressive against
a raise if I suspect that my opponent is just trying to steal the blinds. Of course, it may take quite
a bit of tournament experience before you develop a feel for this type of play. Just remember
than when you’re on a short stack, you have a lot to gain by being aggressive and little to
lose.PREFLOP SUMMARYThe whole idea behind this approach to preflop play is to give you a
real shot at winning when you are a tournament novice. Hopefully, you also will get lucky enough
to avoid traps, or suck out when you have the worst of it. By playing this aggressive preflop
strategy, you can neutralize an experienced player’s advantage over you by forcing better
players to pay dearly to see the flop. That way, you essentially minimize a pro’s opportunities to
outplay you.I’m not claiming that this is the best strategy. In fact, you’ll often be taking large risks
for minimal gain. But I believe that this approach to tournament play is the best way for a
beginner to be competitive against tougher competition. Trying to play flops with better players
and outmaneuvering them usually is a recipe for disaster.In this section, I outlined a relatively
basic and easy-to-learn system for playing no-limit hold’em tournaments. You learned the types
of hands to play, and how to bet them. In the next section, we’ll deal with the tougher task of
learning how to apply this system to post-flop play.FLOPWhen things are going well for you as a
beginning player, you won’t have to worry too much about actually making decisions after the
flop. But no one can avoid seeing the flop forever!Eventually, you’ll need to play a flop, so it’s
important to have a system for dealing with various situations you’ll be facing. As was the case
with the preflop strategy for beginners, what you’ll read in this section isn’t the best way to play
no-limit hold’em tournaments. The biggest flaw with this approach is that because you’ll be
playing marginal situations aggressively, you’ll often find yourself trapped in certain situations
that pros might avoid. Just the same, it’s a much better approach than one that will give you no
chance to succeed.For the sake of simplicity, let’s categorize some important types of hands
and situations you may find yourself in after the flop and discuss the best way for a novice to play
each of them.FLOPPING TOP PAIR OR AN OVERPAIR TO THE BOARDOur starting-hand



guidelines for beginning players are pretty strict. Therefore, when you flop top pair, you will
always have a good kicker. Any time you flop top pair on the board or hold an overpair to the
board—for example J-J on a board of 9-6-2—I suggest that you play your hand strongly. In fact,
that’s your approach with any hand that you get to the flop with. You will usually want to make a
bold bet, one big enough to win the pot right on the flop. Let’s take a look at an example.Hand In
ActionWith the blinds at $100/$200, you raise to $1,000 from early position with J-J and a player
on the button calls you. The flop comes 9♠ 6♦ 2♠ and it’s up to you.The advice that I suggest for
beginning players in this situation is almost in direct contrast to what professional players may
do. With $2,300 in the pot, a pro who wants to keep the pots small would likely bet around
$1,200, or approximately 50 percent of the pot. But as a novice tournament player, I suggest that
you make a pot-sized bet any time you bet on the flop. In this case, that amount would be
$2,300.The 25-percent rule applies to post-flop play as well. In this situation, if $2,300
represents more than 25 percent of your total stack size, then you should move all in.Hopefully,
when you bet on this flop, your opponent will just fold and allow you to rake in the pot so that you
don’t have to risk being outdrawn or outplayed. If your opponent calls, you’ll have to reevaluate
the situation on the turn. (We’ll show you how to do that in the next part of this chapter).You will
have to face a difficult dilemma in this situation if your opponent elects to raise you. A raise could
mean several things: He has 10-10, a flush draw, a straight draw, a set, Q-Q/K-K/A-A, or
possibly, he could even be on a bluff. With so many variables coming into play after the flop, I
think you can understand why your goal as a beginning player should be to win pots without
seeing the flop. The correct play in this situation is dependent upon your read of your
opponent.This is the first time I’ve asked you to make a decision that is not entirely reliant on the
system. I can’t even give you a definitive answer as to the best way to play in this situation. But I
can give you something even better: some guidelines that will cover all types of situations you
might have to face on the flop. Here is a checklist of six questions you should ask yourself before
making your ultimate decision.Checklist for Dealing With a Flop Raise1. Is my opponent aware
that I’m a conservative player?2. Is my opponent capable of bluffing?3. What type of hands
would this player call a large raise with before the flop?4. Would he slowplay a pair of aces,
kings, or queens before the flop in the hope of trapping me?5. Would this player raise me with a
draw?6. If my opponent flopped a set, would he raise me on the flop? Or would he be more likely
to wait for the turn to raise?If you decide that your opponent is likely to have you beat and your
best-case scenario is that he is on a draw, fold when he raises on the flop. In most cases, and
especially in deep-stack tournaments, folding is your best option considering your conservative
table image. If he’s perceptive, your opponent has noticed that you play only premium hands.
Therefore, if he raises you on a ragged flop, he probably has a hand that he wants to trap you
with.After answering all of these important questions, if you still aren’t sure whether you are beat,
or if you feel strongly that you have the best hand, your best course of action is a large reraise.
For consistency’s sake, make your reraise the size of the pot. In most tournaments, that will
commit you to the pot or even move you all in. But don’t worry about that. The strength of this



aggressive, big-bet poker style is not its ability to avoid traps. Its strength is that it will always shift
the pressure, the difficult decisions, away from you and put it squarely on your
opponents.FLOPPING TWO PAIR OR A SETThe way you choose to bet two pair or a set
shouldn’t be any different than the way you would bet top pair. A pot-sized bet with virtually any
hand you bet post-flop will ensure that your betting amounts do not fall into patterns that your
more perceptive opponents will notice.Flopping two pair or a set is good enough for you, as a
novice, to play for all your chips if necessary. More experienced players may be able to get away
from traps when they are beaten, even with strong hands such as these. But it’s very difficult for
a beginner to recognize when it’s right to make a big laydown, so it’s better to just go with the
hand.If an opponent bets in front of you, make a pot-sized raise when you have two pair or a set,
regardless of the texture of the flop. This simple, yet aggressive, betting strategy, does not
recommend slowplaying. Instead, the strategy includes a betting approach that is consistent,
regardless of the strength of your hole cards.FLOPPING A STRAIGHT OR A FLUSHThe story is
much the same when you flop a straight or a flush. Make a pot-sized bet on the flop and hope
that one of your opponents raises. If you do get raised on the flop, the pot should be large by
then. That is exactly what you want when you flop a made hand. Don’t slowplay the hand.
Reraise with another pot-sized raise.FLOPPING A FULL HOUSE OR BETTERAs you can
probably tell, the approach for novice tournament players is one that should be difficult for your
opponents to read based on your betting patterns. They probably will have trouble figuring out
your hand strength because you bet different hand strengths the same way, even when you flop
quads or a full house.Unless they know your strategy going into the tournament, chances are
good that your opponents won’t believe that you would bet the pot when you flop such a strong
hand. For that reason, an opponent may try to bluff-raise you. In that case, it would actually be a
good idea to slowplay by just calling the raise and hoping that your opponent bets the turn. With
a hand this strong, there is no reason to fear getting outdrawn, so there is no real need to reraise
on the flop.The problem is that if you reraise, your bluffing opponent probably will fold. By just
calling his raise, you allow the bluffer to continue to try to take the pot away from you. In other
words, you’ll make more money off his ill-timed bluff-raise.MISSING WITH AN A-KHow you play
A-K when you miss the flop is where a level of deception comes into play for you. Since you bet
all your good hands by making pot-sized bets on the flop, it makes sense for you to make a
similar bet when you hold A-K and you miss the flop completely. Suppose you have the A♥ K♦
and the flop comes 8-4-2.Hand In ActionYou make a pot-sized bet and an opponent calls—or,
even worse, raises your bet. Now what do you do? I suggest that you should shut down
completely unless you catch an ace or a king on the turn.Betting the flop in this situation will help
make you a bit more difficult to read. Suppose you only bet the pot on the flop when you have
something strong, but when you miss the flop you make a different bet size. It won’t take your
opponents very long to pick up on that pattern. They will start folding when you bet the pot, but
calling or raising when you make a different size of bet.By consistently betting your hands this
way, you put the load on your opponents to guess where you are in the hand. Do you have



overcards or an overpair? Have you flopped two pair? Did you flop a full house? Adding
deception to your game doesn’t require any outlandish moves or bluffs. You simply do it by
making sure that the range of hands you bet the flop with is wide enough that your opponents
will have to guess what you are holding.PLAYING A PAIR WHEN OVERCARDS ARE ON
BOARDPlaying a pair when there are overcards on board is a tricky situation in which many
beginners make significant mistakes. It’s one of those marginal situations where your pair could
be way out in front, or way behind if your opponent catches a piece of the flop.You should
approach these situations as you would when you miss with an A-K or when you flop a set—bet
the size of the pot. If another player bets before you, you face a difficult decision. Unless you
have reason to believe he is bluffing, you should fold. However, if you think you have the best
hand, or want to find out, reraise the size of the pot. My advice, though, is that the safest play is
to simply fold in these situations, and that’s what you should do most often.If you raise and your
opponent calls or reraises, then you need to shut down completely. If you bet the flop and an
opponent calls, you should also shutdown for the rest of the hand and hope that your opponent
doesn’t bet the turn or the river.Let’s look at an example. The blinds are at $100/$200 and you
make it $1,000 from middle position with J-J. The big blind calls, so there is now $2,100 in the
pot. The flop comes Q♣ 8♦ 3♣ and your opponent checks to you.Hand in ActionYou lead out at
the pot for $2,100. Your opponent calls. Now what do you do? Unless you catch a third jack on
the turn, plan on just checking the rest of the way. If your opponent bets on the turn or the river, I
suggest that you fold. Unless, of course, you have reason to believe that your opponent is
bluffing or may even be betting a weaker hand such as A-8 for value. (Look for more instruction
in the next part of this chapter for how you should play on the turn and river.)PLAYING AGAINST
MULTIPLE OPPONENTSThe higher the number of players that see a flop, the more likely it is
that someone will hit the flop. When playing against multiple opponents, pay attention to the
texture of the flop in deciding whether you should bet when you miss with your A-K/A-Q hands.
And whether or not you should bet your pair when an overcard hits.In an extreme example,
imagine that you raised before the flop with the A♣ K♣ and three people called, making it a four-
way pot. The flop comes 7♥ 8♥ 9♥.Hand in ActionWhen I see a flop like this that completely
misses my hand, I figure it probably has hit at least one of my opponents. Somebody probably
has made a flush, a straight, or has a draw to one or the other. In a case like this, you’re better off
saving a bet by checking and then folding when the action comes back to you. Your observant
opponents may pick up on the fact that when you check in multiway pots, you probably have
nothing, but that’s okay. As a beginning player, it is best to take a straightforward approach to
multiway pots, bluffing slightly less often than you would against just one opponent.Let’s take a
look at another example. You raise with J-J from first position. Two players and the big blind call
behind you. The flop comes A♠ K♦ 4♠ and the big blind checks.Hand in ActionYou’ve been
playing conservatively, and now two players with position over you call your preflop raise, and
the big blind defends. What does that tell you? It indicates that at least one of your opponents
has an ace. And that’s dangerous for you. Fold against any action.When only one player is in the



pot with you, you can bet the pot on the flop to represent a hand such as A-K. Your bet will help
tell you where you stand in the hand. If your opponent calls, you would have to shut down and
then fold if he bets the turn.Of course, as I’ve said before, this is not the optimal (and eventual)
strategy you’ll be playing in no-limit hold’em tournaments. It is simply a strategy that you can put
into action with very little knowledge of the game and be competitive. You will certainly be weak
in some spots and overly aggressive in others. But my goal in sharing this system with you is to
take the guesswork out of no-limit hold’em tournament play. As you improve, you are going to
change your approach and strategy, but I highly recommend playing this way while you’re
learning the ropes. It worked for me in the beginning, and I believe it will work equally well for
you.PLAYING DRAWING HANDSThe way you’ll play drawing hands will be another addition to
your level of deception as a player. I recommend a very aggressive approach with drawing hands
—pot-sized bets and even pot-sized reraises when you flop an open-ended straight draw or a
flush draw.The idea behind being aggressive with drawing hands is that they are high quality
semibluffing opportunities, and since the beginning approach doesn’t contain very much bluffing
at all, plays like these are even more effective. Let’s take a look at an example. With blinds at $50/
$100, you raise to $500 with the A♥ Q♥. The player on the button calls. The flop comes 7♥ 4♥
2♦.Hand in ActionYou bet $1,300, the size of the pot, and your opponent raises you to $3,300.
On this flop, even if your opponent has J♣ J♠, your hand is still favored to be the winner by the
end of the hand. Any heart (nine outs), ace (three outs), or queen (three outs) would give you the
best hand. Having 15 outs with two cards to come is a favorite over any hand. Even in the worst-
case scenarios, when your opponent flops a set or slowplays K-K, you still aren’t drawing
dead.The value in reraising the flop is that you can represent A-A and your opponent may fold
his probable J-J. Even if he calls, it’s not a bad result because you are the favorite. But if he folds,
that’s an even better result because you win the chips in the middle without having to hit your
hand. There is also the possibility that your opponent has a hand like J♥ 10♥, which would mean
you have him crushed!The great thing about making semibluffs with drawing hands is that even
when your bluff doesn’t work (that is, your opponent doesn’t fold), you still may have a good
chance of winning a big pot if you hit.FLOP PLAY SUMMARYIn situations where you’ll see the
flop, this betting system, even when people know what you are up to, has enough deceptive
factors so that your opponents won’t be able to play perfectly against you. When you make a pot-
sized bet, they’ll have no idea what that really means since you’d do it with top pair, two pair, a
middle pair, a set, a flush, a straight, a full house or better, a draw, or even a hand that missed
the flop completely.Making pot-sized bets also allows you to define your opponent’s hands more
clearly, whereas a smaller bet might not give you enough information to make a good decision
on the turn. Large bets will also help ensure that you charge your opponents a big price to
continue after the flop.On the flipside, though, large bets will often cause you to lose more chips
than a more experienced player would lose in certain situations. But that’s the price you’ll have to
pay in the beginning to be competitive against better players. Essentially, the flaws in this
strategy are in overbetting hands in spots where a smaller bet would get the desired result with



less risk to your stack.TURN PLAYThis is the street where beginners are most vulnerable
against more experienced opponents. Without question, the turn is the most difficult street to
play in hold’em. But it is also the street where the risk/reward ratio is the highest, since pot sizes
get much larger by the turn.Before discussing the approach to playing the turn, let’s review the
importance of how your opponents perceive you. If they have been paying attention, they should
have noticed that you are playing very few hands and will bet the flop aggressively whenever you
are in a pot. Therefore, if a player is still with you until the turn card, he must have some kind of a
hand; otherwise, he would have folded.For example, suppose you semibluffed with J-J on the
flop against a board of K♠ 9♦ 4♥.Hand in ActionYour opponent called your semibluff bet on the
flop. Now he bets the turn card. It is usually best for you to give him credit for at least a pair of
kings and fold your hand. As a general rule, if you don’t have top pair or better by the turn, or a
good drawing hand, you should check and fold to a bet. Playing this way may make it possible
for an experienced opponent to outplay you, but still, this approach is a solid strategy for new
players.You can add a trick to your repertoire on the turn, however, that will allow you to ward off
predators. The best way to fight back against a player who is trying to outplay you on the turn is
to try for the check-raise.Let’s take a look at an example. With the blinds at $25/$50, you make it
$250 to go before the flop with Q-Q. The button calls you. The flop comes Q♣ 7♦ 2♠.Hand in
ActionYou bet $575, just like you would with all the hands you have played until that point. Your
opponent calls. Since you have made trip queens, the situation looks like this:1. Your opponent
calls your bet on the flop so that he can try to steal the pot from you on the turn, or2. He has a
strong hand such as A-Q, K-K, A-A, 7-7, or 2-2, or3. He has a medium pair that he thinks may be
the best hand against your possible A-K.Now, if the turn card is something similar to the 3♣, he’ll
see it as being no help to your hand. If you check, there is a good chance that he will bet in
situations 1, 2 and 3. Once he bets, you can go for your big check-raise play which will force him
to fold in situations 1 and 3. But if he is in situation 2, you might just be able to bust him for all of
his chips.As a beginning tournament player, when you check-raise on the turn, you should
always have a very strong hand. Not just top pair, but at least two pair. Also, if you are going for a
check-raise, you should pay attention to the texture of the board. If it’s a draw-heavy board,
checking the turn could be risky, so instead, you should make another pot-sized bet.Even the
best players should not overuse the check-raise on the turn, and as a beginner you certainly
should not use it very often either. However, there is one other situation where it might be okay
for a novice to try the check-raise semibluff. For this play to work, the situation has to be just
right: Your opponent thinks you play A-B-C poker and you have a very strong draw.For example,
with the blinds at $50/$100, you raise to $500 with the A♥ K♥ and get a caller who has position
on you. The flop comes Q♥ 6♥ 2♦.Hand in ActionYou bet the pot on the flop and the player on
the button calls. You have the nut-flush draw and two overcards to the board. The turn card is the
10♠, meaning that a jack would make you a straight.This is a situation where a bet works just
fine, but a check-raise may be a powerful enough play to force your opponent to lay down even a
hand like A♣ Q♣. What’s so nice about this type of bluff is that even when it doesn’t work and you



get caught, you still have several ways to win the pot if you catch a card you are looking for. In
addition to that, showing players that you are capable of this play will make it more difficult for
them to read you. Again, it’s not a play that should be used very often and the situation needs to
be just right for it to be effective.When you have position on your opponent, the check-raise isn’t
an option. You’ll be faced with either calling a bet or making the decision to check or bet. This is
where you need to veer from the “raise or fold” strategy and play more carefully. If your opponent
bets the turn, don’t raise him unless you have a very strong hand in relation to the board. For
example, if you make kings and tens on a board of K♣ 10♠ 2♥ 7♠, you have a very strong hand.
But if you have kings and tens on a board of K♣ J♣ 10♦ 9♣, you don’t have a very strong hand at
all because an opponent only has to have a queen in his hand to beat you.In a marginal situation
when you have position over your opponent, take a simple approach: Bet the size of the pot
when your opponent checks and you strongly believe that you have the best hand. Check when
you don’t. If your opponent bets the turn, raise him only with a very strong hand or a powerful
draw (as a semibluff in perfect situations). Just call when you aren’t sure of your hand’s relative
strength, or when you have a drawing hand. If you think you are beat, just fold.For the most part,
you’re going to be avoiding playing very many turns because of the aggressive way you play
preflop and on the flop. More experienced players make their most important decision on the
turn, while your strategy will have you putting more importance on earlier, less complicated
decisions.RIVER PLAYThe river is another street where the amateur player is at a disadvantage.
The pot is already large, the cards are all dealt, and all that’s left is deciding whether you have
the best hand. The best way to avoid making marginal decisions is to always lean towards the
side of caution in terms of both bluffing and value betting marginal hands.When you get as far as
the river, your approach should be straightforward. Based on the fact that your betting system
has made the pot rather large, the river is not a good time to get creative with your play.Unless
you have the absolute nuts, or close to the nuts, you should lean towards checking the river
whether you are in position or not. Experienced players may be able to make good value bets on
the river because they have polished hand-reading skills, but as a novice, it probably will be
difficult for you to figure out when it makes sense to either value bet or check.Along those same
lines, you should do little to no bluffing on the river. The reason is simple: New tournament
players often have a difficult time understanding when it makes sense to bluff. Bluffing should be
all but ruled out as an option on the river. Besides, if you are still in the pot on the river, chances
are good that you will have a strong hand that doesn’t require a bluff to win the pot.The only
times when that wouldn’t be the case are when you are drawing. But with this betting system,
you will play even your drawing hands aggressively. This means that if you are still in on the river
and your opponent is calling your aggressive bets, he probably has a strong hand.HOW MUCH
TO VALUE BETIf you have the nuts on the river, the question you need to ask yourself is this,
“How much should you bet?” Unlike the action on the preflop, flop, and turn, the approach to
value betting your hand on the river is much different because you are no longer protecting your
hand. If you have the best hand, nothing can change that once the river is dealt.It’s for that



reason that your bet sizing no longer has to follow the guidelines of big bet poker. Instead, you
can now look to make bets that will entice your opponent to call, and those bets are generally
going to be a smaller percentage of the pot than you have been betting earlier in the
hand.Figuring out the correct amount to value bet on the river depends on your ability to read
other people’s hands. Knowing the strength of your opponent’s hand will help you gauge how
much he might be willing to pay to see your hand. As with the rest of the suggested strategy in
this chapter, I want to simplify things for you. That way, when you’re faced with a decision, you
already have a guideline showing you how to proceed.I suggest betting approximately 50 to 60
percent of the pot on the river if you have either the nuts or a hand that you think is the best
hand. Notice that this percentage is much smaller than the bets you made earlier in the hand.
However, your river bet should still be bigger than the bet you made on the turn.Let’s take a look
at an example. The blinds are $50/$100 and you raise to $500 with the A♣ K♠ preflop. The player
on the button calls you. The flop comes Q♠ 10♥ 3♠.Hand in ActionYou bet the size of the pot on
the flop, $1,250. Your opponent calls. The turn is the J♦. Once again you bet the size of the pot,
$3,750, and your opponent calls. On the river, the 2♦ hits. It is a complete blank.You have the
nuts and are hoping your opponent has a hand such as a set of queens.There is $11,250 in the
pot and your last bet was $3,750. If you bet the size of the pot again on the river, it is less likely
that your opponent will call unless he has the same hand you have. So, here you could bet
around $5,500 or $6,000, which is still a substantial bet in relation to the blinds.You don’t get a
lot of opportunities to value bet the nuts on the river, so it’s important that you get value for your
nut hands when you make them. Of course, your opponent may have called a pot-sized bet on
the river, in which case you would have won more chips. But more often than not, a pot-sized bet
will scare him away. And without his donations, you will get no value out of your nut hand on the
river.WHEN TO CALL A RIVER BETKnowing when to call a river bet can be tricky for a novice.
The essence of poker often comes down to the simple question: Does he have a hand, or is he
bluffing? The answer may be the most difficult aspect of tournament play for novices since it is
difficult to be totally systematic in your approach. Here are a few guidelines for making these
types of tough decisions.1. Don’t Be a Hero If all you can beat is a bluff, you should probably just
fold your hand. One of the biggest mistakes I see beginners make is that they get lost in hands
by the river and have no idea what to do. For example, they have J-J and the final board reads
A-10-9-6-6 and their opponent makes a sizeable river bet. It’s a simple case of either: a. Your
opponent is bluffing or;b. He is value betting a hand that has you beat. There is no in-between in
these situations since your opponent is very unlikely to be value betting a hand worse than your
pair of jacks. As a general rule, when you find yourself in situations where you can only beat a
bluff, let it go unless you have a read on your opponent and have strong reasons to believe that
he is bluffing.2. Call with Top Pair or Better If you end up with top pair on the board, two pair,
trips, or better, you should probably call your opponent—unless there is a four-card straight or a
four-card flush on the board at the river. Great players can fold some very strong hands on the
river when they know they are beat, but that is not going to be your forte as a beginner. If you’ve



made it to the river and end up with a relatively strong hand, it usually makes sense for you to
call a river bet with one of these hands since the pot will likely be very large.River play can be
tricky and that’s why my advice for you as a novice player is to play very carefully at the end.
Rather than get involved in too much sophisticated thought, I believe that it makes more sense
for you to play this street as straightforwardly as possible. As you improve your tournament play,
you’ll be adding more strategies to your playbook. Until that time, I firmly believe that getting too
clever will only cost you money in the long run.ADJUSTING FOR SHORT-HANDED PLAYPlay
becomes short-handed only during the very late stages of a tournament. As a novice player, you
won’t be making many final tables just yet. You’ll be able to last a long time and get deep in
tournaments while you’re learning the ropes, but you’ll have to get very lucky to make it as far as
the final table.Short-handed play is generally defined as six-handed or less. Playing short-
handed requires some significant strategy adjustments, especially for novices who already are
starting out with strict starting-hand requirements. Also, by that point in a tournament, the stack
size to blind ratio is usually small. This means that players will be going all in more frequently
rather than coming in with a standard-sized raise. This actually helps you as a novice because
your approach of playing your hands aggressively before the flop becomes the norm in short-
handed play. Your opponents often will not have enough chips to justify calling your raises to
outplay you after the flop because it will cost them far too high a percentage of their
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SituationsChecking in Marginal SituationsThoughts: In and Out of Position on the RiverFive Key
River QuestionsBluffingSummaryCONCLUSIONLAST WORDS by Daniel
NegreanuGLOSSARYPREFACEPREFACEAvery CardozaThe book you’re holding will forever
change the way you think about no-limit hold’em. Seriously. You’re about to read a treatise on
beating the game of poker headlined by one of the most brilliant poker players in the world. Not
smart, brilliant. And along with game-changing advice from Daniel, a select group of his friends,
stars of the game in their own right, will give you their secrets as well.How good is this book?Let
me put it simply. There are three books that I place in the pantheon of great poker books written
in modern times. I’ll call that time period the last 30 years, an era that was ushered in by the first
book on my list. (I’m sure you can guess which one it is.) The books I elevate to this pedestal
meet three critical criteria:1. The strategies are so profound—even affecting the mindset of the
game itself—that three readings are not quite enough to absorb the book’s scope and depth.2.
The material is revolutionary, elevating already published information to a level not previously
expressed in print, and causing a profound impact on how players approach and play poker.3.
The text is accurate, presents incisive game-changing concepts, and is well-written, with no
monkey–talk, platitudes, or inane math such as that processed by a few self-righteous
egomaniacs.So, what are the books? Not surprisingly, the first one is Doyle Brunson’s Super
System, the bible of poker and a must-read for any serious player, with nods to its worthy sequel,
Super System 2. The second book on my list is the one you’re holding, Daniel Negreanu’s Power
Hold’em Strategy. Once you finish reading its concepts and strategies, I don’t think you will have
any argument about this selection.That puts two books on my list, neither of which is a
controversial choice, leaving room for one other title…drumroll, please. Easy, now—not so fast!
The competition for that third slot is great indeed. World-class players and authors have
published significant works— Caro’s Book of Poker Tells, the Harrington on Hold’em series, and
the Cloutier/McEvoy Championship series. These are all worthy aspirants to the throne but still, I
don’t quite squeeze them into the three-headed pantheon of the poker gods.I’m tempted to put a
new book near the top, the also-brilliant Poker Tournament Formula 2 (and its companion guide,
Poker Tournament Formula) by Arnold Snyder. This book incisively and accurately depicts the
landscape of how tournaments really should be played, and debunks widely accepted icons and
strategies in the process. But I’ll have to see how this one passes the test of time. Snyder’s
tournament utility theories are opening the minds of a lot of tournament poker players.So, what is
that third book? I don’t want to let you down after this buildup, but I’m going to leave that one slot



in the top-three category open, for now anyway. Why? Because I suspect it will eventually be
filled by Daniel’s next big book. Or will the legend-to-be, Todd Brunson, who threatens to write
his own magnus opus, steal that spot? Or might Snyder’s groundbreaking work rise to that
hallowed place? Yes, we’ll have to wait for that one final anointment.Meanwhile, the baton of the
great poker books, initially carried by Doyle Brunson’s game-changing Super System, has
passed on to a new generation of hold’em players guided by Daniel Negreanu’s Power Hold’em
Strategy. It is this millennium’s heir apparent to Super System. As Doyle did with his seminal
work in 1978 (and later, with his updated Super System 2 in 2005), Daniel has enlisted great
players who have agreed to give away their powerful secrets to winning. The difference is that
Daniel’s book focuses only on no-limit hold’em, giving you 100 percent penetration into the
“Cadillac of poker,” as Doyle so aptly put it.Helping carry the torch into the modern, aggressive
and innovative world of no-limit hold’em are two esteemed Super System 2 contributors, Todd
Brunson and Daniel, accompanied by Paul Wasicka, Evelyn Ng, David Williams and Erick
Lindgren. These great contributors have won countless tournaments, tens of millions of dollars
in prize money, many millions more in cash games, and have achieved international fame
through their poker playing.I can promise you this—Daniel’s book is going to open your eyes in
awe. When he agreed to write under the Cardoza banner, I knew Daniel would fully commit
himself to giving our readers something special. I just didn’t realize it would be this special.Strap
yourself in, open up your mind, and get ready for a great read. The way you look at poker will be
never be the same again.PREFACEPREFACEAvery CardozaThe book you’re holding will forever
change the way you think about no-limit hold’em. Seriously. You’re about to read a treatise on
beating the game of poker headlined by one of the most brilliant poker players in the world. Not
smart, brilliant. And along with game-changing advice from Daniel, a select group of his friends,
stars of the game in their own right, will give you their secrets as well.How good is this book?Let
me put it simply. There are three books that I place in the pantheon of great poker books written
in modern times. I’ll call that time period the last 30 years, an era that was ushered in by the first
book on my list. (I’m sure you can guess which one it is.) The books I elevate to this pedestal
meet three critical criteria:1. The strategies are so profound—even affecting the mindset of the
game itself—that three readings are not quite enough to absorb the book’s scope and depth.2.
The material is revolutionary, elevating already published information to a level not previously
expressed in print, and causing a profound impact on how players approach and play poker.3.
The text is accurate, presents incisive game-changing concepts, and is well-written, with no
monkey–talk, platitudes, or inane math such as that processed by a few self-righteous
egomaniacs.So, what are the books? Not surprisingly, the first one is Doyle Brunson’s Super
System, the bible of poker and a must-read for any serious player, with nods to its worthy sequel,
Super System 2. The second book on my list is the one you’re holding, Daniel Negreanu’s Power
Hold’em Strategy. Once you finish reading its concepts and strategies, I don’t think you will have
any argument about this selection.That puts two books on my list, neither of which is a
controversial choice, leaving room for one other title…drumroll, please. Easy, now—not so fast!



The competition for that third slot is great indeed. World-class players and authors have
published significant works— Caro’s Book of Poker Tells, the Harrington on Hold’em series, and
the Cloutier/McEvoy Championship series. These are all worthy aspirants to the throne but still, I
don’t quite squeeze them into the three-headed pantheon of the poker gods.I’m tempted to put a
new book near the top, the also-brilliant Poker Tournament Formula 2 (and its companion guide,
Poker Tournament Formula) by Arnold Snyder. This book incisively and accurately depicts the
landscape of how tournaments really should be played, and debunks widely accepted icons and
strategies in the process. But I’ll have to see how this one passes the test of time. Snyder’s
tournament utility theories are opening the minds of a lot of tournament poker players.So, what is
that third book? I don’t want to let you down after this buildup, but I’m going to leave that one slot
in the top-three category open, for now anyway. Why? Because I suspect it will eventually be
filled by Daniel’s next big book. Or will the legend-to-be, Todd Brunson, who threatens to write
his own magnus opus, steal that spot? Or might Snyder’s groundbreaking work rise to that
hallowed place? Yes, we’ll have to wait for that one final anointment.Meanwhile, the baton of the
great poker books, initially carried by Doyle Brunson’s game-changing Super System, has
passed on to a new generation of hold’em players guided by Daniel Negreanu’s Power Hold’em
Strategy. It is this millennium’s heir apparent to Super System. As Doyle did with his seminal
work in 1978 (and later, with his updated Super System 2 in 2005), Daniel has enlisted great
players who have agreed to give away their powerful secrets to winning. The difference is that
Daniel’s book focuses only on no-limit hold’em, giving you 100 percent penetration into the
“Cadillac of poker,” as Doyle so aptly put it.Helping carry the torch into the modern, aggressive
and innovative world of no-limit hold’em are two esteemed Super System 2 contributors, Todd
Brunson and Daniel, accompanied by Paul Wasicka, Evelyn Ng, David Williams and Erick
Lindgren. These great contributors have won countless tournaments, tens of millions of dollars
in prize money, many millions more in cash games, and have achieved international fame
through their poker playing.I can promise you this—Daniel’s book is going to open your eyes in
awe. When he agreed to write under the Cardoza banner, I knew Daniel would fully commit
himself to giving our readers something special. I just didn’t realize it would be this special.Strap
yourself in, open up your mind, and get ready for a great read. The way you look at poker will be
never be the same again.INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONDaniel
NegreanuBy deciding to buy this book, you are taking the first step toward immensely expanding
your poker knowledge. I put a lot of work into Power Hold’em Strategy and will share secrets with
you that have helped me become the all-time money winner on the World Poker Tour, as well as
consistently cash in the World Series of Poker and other tournaments worldwide.In this book,
you will find views on the play of hands that I guarantee will surprise you, as well as open up your
mind to the advanced brand of poker that I play—small ball. Small-ball poker is designed to help
you win in all forms of no-limit Texas hold’em by using a betting approach that limits your risk on
each hand while promoting aggressive play.Before you are ready to tackle the powerful small-
ball chapter, however, I highly recommend that you review the entire book, starting with Evelyn



Ng’s chapter for beginning players. You’ll learn an introductory approach to playing no-limit
hold’em tournaments—not an optimal style of poker, mind you, but a great way for beginning
players to quickly become competitive in tournaments by using an aggressive preflop
strategy.An outstanding group of professional players—people who have achieved tremendous
success in no-limit hold’em tournaments and cash games—have contributed in-depth
instructional chapters to this book. Todd Brunson shares his insights on how he succeeds
playing in the biggest cash games in the world. My friends Erick Lindgren, Paul Wasicka and
David Williams each tackle specific no-limit hold’em instruction in their insightful chapters.Once
you’ve digested their dynamic formulas for winning, you’ll get to the small-ball chapter that I
wrote. It has taken me more than a year to write these strategies. I have invested a great deal of
thought and effort to make certain that I not only teach you how to be successful with a small-ball
betting approach, but how to successfully defend against opponents who employ a similar
strategy.Obviously, this book is not a quick read! You’ll find so much information to digest that
you’ll probably want to reread it several times, particularly the sections you find most important in
helping plug leaks in your game.I should also say that not all great players play alike. Sometimes
they even disagree with each other on the best way to play certain hands. Each contributor to
this book has been successful with his approach to hold’em, but as with anything, we don’t
always agree. I would challenge you to question the strategies you read and decide for yourself
whether they will work with your game. Even if you ultimately find that the small-ball approach
isn’t for you, you’ll gain a lot of value from understanding how small-ball players think.Once you
get into the nitty-gritty parts of my book, I predict that a few new light bulbs will start flashing in
your mind illuminating advanced insights that will lead you to a far deeper understanding of how
you can become a winning no-limit hold’em player.INTRODUCTIONDaniel NegreanuBy
deciding to buy this book, you are taking the first step toward immensely expanding your poker
knowledge. I put a lot of work into Power Hold’em Strategy and will share secrets with you that
have helped me become the all-time money winner on the World Poker Tour, as well as
consistently cash in the World Series of Poker and other tournaments worldwide.In this book,
you will find views on the play of hands that I guarantee will surprise you, as well as open up your
mind to the advanced brand of poker that I play—small ball. Small-ball poker is designed to help
you win in all forms of no-limit Texas hold’em by using a betting approach that limits your risk on
each hand while promoting aggressive play.Before you are ready to tackle the powerful small-
ball chapter, however, I highly recommend that you review the entire book, starting with Evelyn
Ng’s chapter for beginning players. You’ll learn an introductory approach to playing no-limit
hold’em tournaments—not an optimal style of poker, mind you, but a great way for beginning
players to quickly become competitive in tournaments by using an aggressive preflop
strategy.An outstanding group of professional players—people who have achieved tremendous
success in no-limit hold’em tournaments and cash games—have contributed in-depth
instructional chapters to this book. Todd Brunson shares his insights on how he succeeds
playing in the biggest cash games in the world. My friends Erick Lindgren, Paul Wasicka and



David Williams each tackle specific no-limit hold’em instruction in their insightful chapters.Once
you’ve digested their dynamic formulas for winning, you’ll get to the small-ball chapter that I
wrote. It has taken me more than a year to write these strategies. I have invested a great deal of
thought and effort to make certain that I not only teach you how to be successful with a small-ball
betting approach, but how to successfully defend against opponents who employ a similar
strategy.Obviously, this book is not a quick read! You’ll find so much information to digest that
you’ll probably want to reread it several times, particularly the sections you find most important in
helping plug leaks in your game.I should also say that not all great players play alike. Sometimes
they even disagree with each other on the best way to play certain hands. Each contributor to
this book has been successful with his approach to hold’em, but as with anything, we don’t
always agree. I would challenge you to question the strategies you read and decide for yourself
whether they will work with your game. Even if you ultimately find that the small-ball approach
isn’t for you, you’ll gain a lot of value from understanding how small-ball players think.Once you
get into the nitty-gritty parts of my book, I predict that a few new light bulbs will start flashing in
your mind illuminating advanced insights that will lead you to a far deeper understanding of how
you can become a winning no-limit hold’em player.BIG-BETNO-LIMIT HOLD’EM:A STRATEGY
FOR NOVICETOURNAMENT PLAYERSBIG-BETNO-LIMIT HOLD’EM:A STRATEGY FOR
NOVICETOURNAMENT PLAYERSEVELYN NGEvelyn Ng first attracted international attention
in 2003 when millions of poker fans saw her play in the World Poker Tour’s inaugural Ladies
Night tournament. Though new to tournament poker at the time, the attractive and personable
Canadian outlasted Jennifer Harman, Kathy Liebert and Annie Duke, finishing second to Clonie
Gowan.Ng later appeared at the 2005 Canadian Annual Poker Summit as the professional
centerpiece. She also has acted as a color commentator for Game Show Network’s Poker
Royale, and for NBC’s coverage of the Poker Superstars Invitational.This poker celebrity started
off by dealing in private clubs in Toronto, shifting to playing poker professionally, primarily in cash
games. She moved to Las Vegas and is currently climbing up the tournament poker ladder,
cashing for $73,230 in the 2006 WPT $25,000 Championship Event.Ng’s topic for this book
outlines a strategy that beginners can use in no-limit hold’em tournaments. If you are a
newcomer to tournament play, the strategy that she gives you is especially important because it
is specifically designed to help you counter the aggressive moves of more experienced players.
This gives you a much better chance of getting to the final table.EVELYN NGEvelyn Ng first
attracted international attention in 2003 when millions of poker fans saw her play in the World
Poker Tour’s inaugural Ladies Night tournament. Though new to tournament poker at the time,
the attractive and personable Canadian outlasted Jennifer Harman, Kathy Liebert and Annie
Duke, finishing second to Clonie Gowan.Ng later appeared at the 2005 Canadian Annual Poker
Summit as the professional centerpiece. She also has acted as a color commentator for Game
Show Network’s Poker Royale, and for NBC’s coverage of the Poker Superstars Invitational.This
poker celebrity started off by dealing in private clubs in Toronto, shifting to playing poker
professionally, primarily in cash games. She moved to Las Vegas and is currently climbing up



the tournament poker ladder, cashing for $73,230 in the 2006 WPT $25,000 Championship
Event.Ng’s topic for this book outlines a strategy that beginners can use in no-limit hold’em
tournaments. If you are a newcomer to tournament play, the strategy that she gives you is
especially important because it is specifically designed to help you counter the aggressive
moves of more experienced players. This gives you a much better chance of getting to the final
table.BIG-BET NO-LIMIT HOLD’EM: A STRATEGY FOR NOVICE TOURNAMENT
PLAYERSBIG-BETNO-LIMIT HOLD’EM:A STRATEGY FOR NOVICETOURNAMENT
PLAYERSEvelyn NgINTRODUCTIONBefore I began playing no-limit hold’em tournaments, I had
been playing limit hold’em cash games for years as a professional player. This was well before
the poker boom. I never really had a reason to learn how to play no-limit hold’em because back
then, the only hold’em games you’d find in a casino or cardroom were limit hold’em. After a
novice player, Chris Moneymaker, won the World Series of Poker in 2003, interest in playing
poker picked up. Then when the World Poker Tour hit television with its mini-cams that allowed
you to see players’ hole cards, things really changed. Suddenly, no-limit hold’em games were
being spread everywhere and no-limit hold’em tournaments became the new craze.The World
Poker Tour gave me the opportunity to play in a unique event on television, a special ladies-only
tournament with five other women: Jennifer Harman, Annie Duke, Kathy Liebert, Maureen
Feduniak and Clonie Gowan. Unfortunately, there was just one problem: I had never played no-
limit hold’em!Luckily for me, Daniel Negreanu, my good friend of many years, knew a thing or
two about no-limit hold’em and he was gracious enough to help me develop a strategy that
would give me a fighting chance against that tough group of players. In this chapter, I’d like to
share with you “The System” that Daniel taught me for that event and beyond.If you’ve had
success playing no-limit hold’em cash games, but have never before played a no-limit
tournament, read on! You’ll pick up some valuable tips on playing a strategy that we’ve specially
designed to help you last as long as possible when you begin playing no-limit tournaments.
Otherwise, skip right along to the next chapter.A SIMPLIFIED STRATEGY FOR NO-LIMIT
HOLD’EM TOURNAMENTSTournament no-limit hold’em isn’t the type of game you can jump
into and play optimally right off the bat. Before you learn to run, you must learn to walk. Before
you can advance to a competitive level in no-limit hold’em tournaments, you need to play a more
simplified version of the game. One way to do that is by playing a style of poker that allows you to
avoid putting yourself into situations where you will be forced to make difficult decisions. That’s
what I like about Daniel’s simplified system of tournament play for novices: It makes the game so
much easier when you begin playing no-limit hold’em tournaments.The advice in this chapter is
geared specifically to beginning players; it is not the ideal strategy for more accomplished
players. Sometimes these suggestions may seem to contradict what is written in the other
sections of the book that are geared towards advanced play. This chapter will have you focusing
mostly on how to play before the flop, while the advanced sections shift the focus to decisions
you’ll be faced with after the flop. Understand that you won’t necessarily be learning the optimal
strategy for no-limit hold’em tournaments. Instead, you’ll be using a strategy designed to help



you advance deeper in tournament play by neutralizing your more experienced opponents’
advantage over you.You’ll learn which hands to play before the flop and how to bet those hands
in various scenarios. You’ll also receive guidelines as to how you should proceed post-flop. Once
you’ve learned how to use this strategy properly, and have become more comfortable playing
tournament poker, you can take the next step and start playing a more advanced strategy for no-
limit hold’em tournaments. Thankfully, you need go no further than the next few chapters in this
book to find expert advice from Daniel and the other contributors.The first step is understanding
how to neutralize the edge enjoyed by more experienced opponents.NEUTRALIZING
EXPERIENCED OPPONENTSNovice players can somewhat neutralize their more skilled
opponents’ advantage by making large raises that price them out of pots. By doing that, you
force skilled players to pay a higher price to try to crack your hand or outplay you. An extreme
example of this is to simply go all in whenever you play a hand. Going all in essentially forces
your opponents to become robots. They can no longer outplay you, so they are left with simply
waiting and hoping that they eventually get a strong enough hand to call you.The first obstacle in
defending against an all-in bet is being dealt a premium hand, but there is another obstacle as
well— winning the pot with it! In hold’em, it is rare to find a situation where you are, for example,
an 85-percent favorite or better before the flop. Even K♠ K♥ is only a 71 percent favorite over A♣
6♦. And A♦ K♥ is a mere 61 percent favorite over 6♥ 7♠.While moving all in before the flop would
force your opponents to wait for premium hands before they dare call you, it’s a bit more reckless
than necessary. There are certain situations late in a tournament when the blinds are high in
relation to the stacks where an all-in bet is certainly the way to go. But in the early and middle
stages of deep-stack tournaments, you would be risking far more chips with an all-in bet than
you need to.Large raises accomplish an important goal for beginning tournament players: They
force skilled opponents to wait for premium hands, and play a little more carefully against the
raiser. That’s ideal for you as a novice tournament player. Rather than putting yourself in tough
situations after the flop where things get a little trickier, your goal is to win the blinds and antes
without being called by any of your opponents.PREFLOPTOURNAMENT THEORY FOR
NOVICE PLAYERSAn understanding of how much to bet is at the top of your list. Raising to
three times the size of the big blind is considered to be a standard size raise in no-limit hold’em.
If the blinds are $50/$100, a raise to $300 is the traditional raise size in tournament play.
Anything more than that is considered to be a large raise, while raising less than three times the
big blind is considered a small raise.But not all experienced tournament players use that
formula. If you’ve watched players like Daniel, Phil Ivey, David Williams, Todd Brunson and some
of the other superstars in the game, you’ve noticed that their raise sizes are usually closer to two-
and-a-half times the big blind. The reason that works for them is that they want to get involved in
more flops and thereby force their opponents to make difficult decisions after the flop. And of
course, they also risk fewer chips when they attempt to steal the blinds.BET SIZINGHow much
you raise on the hands you play is where the strategy for novice players differs from traditional
tournament protocol—and where it differs from small-ball tournament strategy, as well. Instead



of the standard strategy, and rather than the small-ball strategy for raising, I suggest making your
preflop raises four to five times the size of the blind.For example, with blinds at $50/$100, if the
size of your raise is $450 (4.5 times the size of the big blind), you are laying 3 to 1 odds ($450 to
win $150) on your attempt to steal the blinds. A small-ball player who comes in for 2.5 times the
big blind would only be laying 5-3 odds on his steal ($250 to win $150).If the blinds are $200/
$400 with nine $50 antes, a small-ball player will be risking $1,000 to win $1,050 (slightly better
than even money) if he makes his standard two-and-a-half times the blind raise. As a novice
player using the raising guidelines I suggest, you will be risking as much as $2,000 to win $1,050
(closer to 2 to 1).What is the main reason that a novice player should raise more than a
traditional tournament player and more than a small-ball player? Experienced traditional players
and small-ball players don’t mind being called; they want to play flops. You, the novice, would
rather not get called because you want to avoid seeing flops.So, when you find a hand you are
going to play and no one has yet entered the pot, pick a number between four and five times the
big blind and stick with it. I strongly recommend that you don’t vary your raise sizes based on the
strength of your hand. You don’t want to develop any betting patterns that perceptive opponents
may notice. For example, suppose you are making your raises with A-A and K-K slightly smaller
than you are with your other hands because you want people to call you. Believe me, good
players will catch on to what you’re doing and will take advantage of you. You’ll be giving away
information without even realizing it. My philosophy is that you should always make them pay for
any information about your style of play!But as a novice, I suggest you start out by raising to five
times the big blind. As you improve your tournament game, you can slowly lower that number to
four-and-a-half and then to four times the big blind. When you become a superstar, you’ll
eventually take it even further to only two-and-a-half times the blind. But at the starting line, take
it one step at a time.Now let’s take a look at some other guidelines for preflop betting in various
situations.WHEN PLAYERS HAVE ALREADY LIMPED INTO THE POTIf a player has already
called in front of you, you have to make an even larger raise to force him out of the pot. What I
don’t want you to do is limp in behind this player. In fact, I don’t want you to limp in at all before
the flop (with the exception of those times when you’re in the small blind, which we’ll get to
later).Since your goal is to win pots preflop and avoid having to make tough decisions after the
flop, limping in should not be part of your repertoire of plays. Limping gives you no chance to win
the pot before the flop and, unless someone raises, guarantees that you’ll be taking a flop in
what may be a marginal situation for your hand. A beginning player should live and die by this
motto: Raise or fold before the flop!So, if no one has entered the pot in front of you before the
flop, you should abide by the five times rule—raise to five times the big blind. If one or two
limpers have entered the pot in front of you, make it seven times the size of the blind if you want
to play the hand. If more than two limpers come into the pot in front of you, make your raise nine
times the size of the big blind.For example, with the blinds at $100/$200, suppose one player
limps in for $200 in front of you. If you raise five times the size of the blind ($1,000), he is much
more likely to call the extra $800 than he is to call a raise that is seven times the blind ($1,400)



and costs him an extra $1,200. The larger raise amount should put enough pressure on your
opponent to make him think twice about calling you. And that is the result you want!I know for a
fact that this approach really frustrates the more skilled players who want to keep the pots small
preflop. They might even try to discourage you from making large raises before the flop, but don’t
let them get to you. Stick to your game plan, and I guarantee they’ll hate you for it!WHEN A
PLAYER HAS RAISED IN FRONT OF YOUThings get a little trickier when another player has
raised in front of you. Since your motto is, “Raise or fold before the flop,” you are going to rule out
smooth calling raisers as well as limpers. Since you aren’t going to be calling in any situations,
the number of hands you can play when facing a raise is limited.The raiser’s table position is an
important factor when deciding how to play a situation. To simplify things so that you don’t have
to worry too much about reading your opponents or playing a complicated guessing game, use
the following approach: Play conservatively against raises from early position and become
progressively more aggressive as you get closer to late position.Let’s look at an example. You
are dealt the A♣ Q♦ on the button. A player raises from under the gun. I suggest you fold. Yes,
fold! Despite the fact that you have a strong hand, a player who raises from early position
generally has a stronger hand.Now let’s look at a similar scenario. This time, you are dealt the
A♣ Q♦ in the small blind. A player raises to $300 from late position. You have the same exact
hand but this time you definitely want to play. Why? Because your opponent is more likely to be
stealing in this situation. The question is, how much should you raise? The answer to that brings
up another one of our rules: A preflop reraise should be five times bigger than the raise you are
facing.In this example, the raise was to $300, so you would raise it to a total of $1,500 (5 x $300
equals $1,500). That amount should apply enough pressure on your opponent to ensure that he
won’t be calling just to try to outplay you after the flop. If he calls the raise—or worse, reraises you
—it’s highly likely that your A-Q is in trouble. The size of your raise will help make it easier for you
to clearly define that. We’ll talk about what to do if he calls your raise later on in this chapter, but
for now let’s lay out a set of rules to guide you when an opponent raises in front of you before the
flop.WHEN YOU ARE FACING A RERAISEBy playing a conservative, yet aggressive, style of
poker, you won’t be faced with as many reraises as a looser player would get. Your raises will
demand more respect. Therefore, if a player does reraise you, his reraise usually signifies that
he has a legitimately strong hand that you should respect. Unless you have a premium hand,
you should fold in the face of a reraise unless it’s an all-in reraise that won’t cost you very many
chips to call. A short-stacked, all-in player’s range of hands is generally much wider than a
typical player’s. In other words, he’ll play more hands because he often gets to the point of
desperation, maybe even going all in with any hand that looks playable.If you have a premium
hand and someone reraises you, I would advise you not to get very fancy. Simply make a large
reraise with any of the following hands: A-A, K-K, Q-Q, A-K, and J-J. Fold any other hand,
including pairs lower than J-J and A-Q. Keep in mind that this strategy isn’t optimal, but for new
players like you who are just starting out on the tournament trail, playing this strategy is the
safest way to last as long as possible in an event. This approach will give you a chance to win by



being aggressive with your good hands and folding in all marginal situations.Of course, reading
your opponents plays a role in how you deal with any situation in poker. And as you improve as a
tournament player, you can add calling to your repertoire of plays. But for the most part, this
beginning strategy—Raise or Fold—is designed to make tournaments simpler to play by using a
basic system that you won’t have to think through in stressful situations, and a course of action
that you don’t need to veer from.This beginning system makes you susceptible to being trapped
by a skillful opponent; there’s no question about that. For example, if you are dealt Q-Q and
someone is dealt A-A or K-K, you aren’t at the stage where you can get away from these traps.
Instead, you’ll just have to hope that you get lucky and outdraw your opponent.A-A, K-K and Q-Q
are easy hands for you to play. Naturally, you’ll want to raise or reraise with them at every
opportunity. J-J and A-K are hands that you might want to be slightly more cautious with,
especially if you think that your opponent might have a stronger hand than yours. You may want
to fold these hands in the face of a reraise. But I don’t recommend that you fold unless you know
enough about how your opponent plays to justify the idea that he probably had A-A or K-K.THE
25-PERCENT RULEThe 25-percent rule is specifically designed for beginning tournament
players. It will help you to avoid outthinking yourself or getting outplayed in marginal situations.
The rule is simple: Anytime your standard raise represents 25 percent or more of your stack, you
should go all in. Think it over carefully and you’ll see why this rule is effective.Let’s look at an
example of how it works. Suppose the blinds are $100/$200 and you are sitting on a stack of
$3,700 in chips.Since your standard raise is 5 times the big blind or $1,000, making the raise
would represent more than 25 percent of your stack. So, rather than making a bet of $1,000, you
would be better served to go all in for the entire $3,700.ANYTIME YOUR STANDARD RAISE
REPRESENTS 25 PERCENT OR MORE OF YOUR STACK, YOU SHOULD GO ALL IN.The key
reason for going all-in in this situation is that it will help you avoid any potential mathematical
disasters if you get reraised before the flop. You see, if you make it $1,000 to go and a player
reraises you all in, you’ll be getting excellent pot odds to call—but what if you have a marginal
hand? Instead of being put in a situation where you have to make a difficult decision, your move-
in bet before the flop throws the decision back into your opponent’s court. If he calls, you cannot
be outplayed—you are going to see it through to the river, no matter what!The same rule applies
to reraises as well. For example, if a player makes it $600 to go with the blinds at $100/$200, a
standard reraise for you would be to $3,000—five times the original bet. If your stack size is
below $12,000 (25 percent of $12,000 is $3,000), then you should make a huge reraise and go
all in for the whole amount. That may seem risky, but again, it will help you to avoid having to
make tough decisions. Now suppose your stack size is $10,000 and you make it $3,000 to go. A
player moves all in over the top of that bet. Since you have already invested 30 percent of your
stack, you’re getting huge pots odds to make the call.I urge you to remember, however, that a
player who reraises a reraise before the flop almost always has a very strong hand. Being a
beginning tournament player, though, may make it difficult for you to discern how strong your
opponent’s hand is. You probably also will have trouble deciding whether or not you should call



for your remaining $7,000 against the kinds of hands your opponent may have. By going all in
before the flop rather than making your standard size of reraise, you can avoid this mathematical
problem altogether. And then, just hope for the best!I did really well using this betting strategy in
the WPT ladies night tournament. When my opponents saw that I was raising with good hands, it
discouraged them from trying to play back at me. I would win pots—though, admittedly, not huge
ones. But that was okay with me, because I didn’t want to get too sophisticated. This worked for
me because I wasn’t very good at getting fancy. Having a system in place going into the event
made me feel a lot more comfortable at the tournament table. Further, Daniel’s novice strategy
was very effective for me, especially for that particular, high-pressure setting.STARTING HAND
GUIDELINESExperienced players can play a variety of hands well, but as a new player, there
are fewer hands that you can play profitably. Let’s look at them by position.EARLY POSITIONYou
don’t want to play too loosely from early position as a beginning player. If you raise in first
position, be sure you have a strong hand. As always, make your standard raise with any hand
you play.In no-limit hold’em tournaments, the presence or absence of antes influences your play
to some degree. When there is no ante, you should play more conservatively than you do when
there is an ante. Let me explain why this is true. In big-stack tournaments, you have to start
posting an ante at a certain point in the event. Usually a $25 ante starts going in at the beginning
of the second $100/$200 round—often around the fourth level of play—and it gradually
increases throughout the remainder of the tournament.After the antes start going, the fun
begins, so to speak. You see, with more money in the pot, experienced players often loosen up
their requirements for starting hands and start trying to steal the antes and blinds more often.
This means that before the antes begin, the play is tighter than it is after the antes begin. For that
reason, you should play fewer starting hands in the beginning, adding some additional hands
after you start posting an ante.Following is a general guideline for hands you should raise from
early position. But if you don’t have one of the hands listed in the charts, fold.RAISING HANDS
IN EARLY POSITIONWhen There is No AntePairs 7-7 and HigherA-KA-QRAISING HANDS IN
EARLY POSITIONWhen There is an AnteAll PairsA-KA-QA-JK-QTwo Suited Cards 10 and
HigherMIDDLE POSITIONIn middle position you can play all the hands you play from early
position with very few changes. The big difference between playing hands from early position
and playing from middle position is that someone may have either called or raised in front of you.
Here are some guidelines for dealing with middle position hands based on the action in front of
you.If no one has entered the pot, raise with the hands in the following chart. But if you don’t
have one of the hands listed in the charts, fold.RAISING HANDS IN MIDDLE POSITIONWhen
No One Has Entered the PotAll PairsA-KA-QA-JK-QTwo Suited Cards 10 and HigherIf someone
has limped in front of you, raise with the hands in the following chart.RAISING HANDS IN
MIDDLE POSITIONWhen There is a Limper7-7 to A-AA-KA-QIf someone has raised in front of
you, reraise with the hands in the following chart.RAISING HANDS IN MIDDLE POSITIONWhen
There is Already a RaiseA-AK-KQ-QJ-JA-KDoes this strategy seem a little too conservative
against a raise? Remember, the raise you are facing is against an early position player. The only



time you might want to widen your list of reraising hands is when your opponent is a loose player
who raises from early position with suited connectors as well as strong hands. Against players
like Daniel, Erick Lindgren or Phil Ivey, you should reraise more often because they probably will
give you more credit for a strong hand since you are playing conservatively. Also, small-ball
players will often raise with speculative hands from any position, especially when antes are
present.The reason a novice needs to be a little more conservative against a raise, or even a
limp, is because you won’t be smooth calling any type of bet until you have more tournament
experience. Once you’ve mastered Daniel’s simple beginning system and you start to evolve as
a player, you will add a few tools to your repertoire, such as smooth calling raises and limping in
behind other limpers. But let’s wait until the end of this section to talk about how to use those
plays in accordance with your betting system.LATE POSITIONGreat players thrive in late
position by playing more hands and being aggressive in marginal situations. Even as a novice,
late position is the place where you can open up your game a little bit, though not a lot. Your
approach to playing late position should be identical to playing middle position except that you’ll
add a few hands to your list. You will only be adding them, however, in situations where no one
has yet entered the pot. If an opponent limps or raises preflop, you should play the same way
you play from middle position, for the most part.From late position, you can widen your range of
raising hands to include some of the marginally good hands like 8-8, 9-9, or A-Q. When no one
has entered the pot, raise with the hands in the following chart. But if you don’t have one of the
hands listed in the charts, fold.RAISING HANDS IN LATE POSITIONWhen No One Has Entered
the PotAll pairsA-KA-QA-JK-QTwo Suited Cards 10 and Higher9-10 suited8-9 suited7-8 suitedA-
x suitedRAISING HANDS IN LATE POSITIONWhen There is a Limper7-7 to A-AA-KA-QIf
someone has raised in front of you, reraise with the hands in the following chart.RAISING
HANDS IN LATE POSITIONWhen There is Already a RaiseA-AK-KQ-QJ-JA-KPLAYING THE
BLINDSWhen you use this novice betting system, playing from the blinds can be a little tricky.
There will be times where you may be seeing a flop in an unraised pot, which could put you in
some dangerous situations. Against a raise, you would proceed as normal, but if everybody has
just limped in, you’ll have a decision to make from the small blind. With half of a bet already in
the pot, there will be a few situations where it makes sense to call rather than raise or fold.Play
all the hands we’ve already discussed just like you would against limpers, regardless of your
position. However, I suggest that you play a little more conservatively from the small blind and
just call rather than raise with all of your hands except:RAISING HANDS IN SMALL BLIND
POSITIONA-AK-KQ-QA-KJ-J10-109-9A-QWith all the other playable hands that you would enter
a pot with from late position, it’s probably a safe play to go ahead and limp in from the small
blind. There are also some hands that I suggest adding to your play list from the small blind
when you have one-half the bet already in the pot:LIMPING HANDS IN SMALL BLIND
POSITIONAll suited connectors, such as 4-5, 3-4, 6-7All one-gap suited connectors, such as
10-8, 8-6, 5-7All two-gap suited connectors, such as 5-2, 7-4, 10-7, 9-6K-x suitedQ-x
suitedAdding these hands to your repertoire can be dangerous, but as long as you follow some



strict post-flop guidelines, there is some value in playing them. A great player would call from the
small blind with over 90 percent of the hands dealt to him in a limped pot because he is
confident in his ability to avoid disaster after the flop. But as a beginning player, you should
proceed cautiously from the blinds so that you don’t go broke in a tricky situation that your
betting system doesn’t cover.The betting system I have outlined for you is designed to help you
avoid tricky and dangerous situations. If you are nervous about playing these hands, don’t play
them at first. Wait until you feel more comfortable at the table and have developed confidence in
what you’re doing. Folding these hands isn’t a big mistake, especially for a new player who wants
to avoid trouble.SMALL BLIND VERSUS BIG BLINDFrom the small blind, if every other player
folds and it’s just you and the big blind, you can widen the scope of your raising hands to include
any ace, as well as any of the other playable hands mentioned for late position play with antes.If
you are in the big blind and the small blind just limps, you can also widen your reraising range
somewhat to include any ace and any hands that you would play from late position with
antes.PLAYING A SHORT STACKYour starting hand standards change as your stack dwindles
to the point where the 25 percent rule applies. If your standard raise represents 25 percent or
more of your stack, you can start being more aggressive by adding a few more hands to your
repertoire in every scenario.For example, if the blinds are $100/$200 and you are dealt the A♠
7♠ under the gun, but only have $2,100 left in chips, you should go all in. Despite the fact that A♠
7♠ isn’t a hand in your recommended group of starting hands from early position, tough
situations call for tough play. You are always better off going down with a fight than anteing
yourself out of the tournament while sitting around waiting for a premium hand.When you have a
short stack and are the first player to enter the pot, I suggest that you go all in with any of the
hands that you would enter the pot with from late position. Also, I prefer being aggressive against
a raise if I suspect that my opponent is just trying to steal the blinds. Of course, it may take quite
a bit of tournament experience before you develop a feel for this type of play. Just remember
than when you’re on a short stack, you have a lot to gain by being aggressive and little to
lose.PREFLOP SUMMARYThe whole idea behind this approach to preflop play is to give you a
real shot at winning when you are a tournament novice. Hopefully, you also will get lucky enough
to avoid traps, or suck out when you have the worst of it. By playing this aggressive preflop
strategy, you can neutralize an experienced player’s advantage over you by forcing better
players to pay dearly to see the flop. That way, you essentially minimize a pro’s opportunities to
outplay you.I’m not claiming that this is the best strategy. In fact, you’ll often be taking large risks
for minimal gain. But I believe that this approach to tournament play is the best way for a
beginner to be competitive against tougher competition. Trying to play flops with better players
and outmaneuvering them usually is a recipe for disaster.In this section, I outlined a relatively
basic and easy-to-learn system for playing no-limit hold’em tournaments. You learned the types
of hands to play, and how to bet them. In the next section, we’ll deal with the tougher task of
learning how to apply this system to post-flop play.FLOPWhen things are going well for you as a
beginning player, you won’t have to worry too much about actually making decisions after the



flop. But no one can avoid seeing the flop forever!Eventually, you’ll need to play a flop, so it’s
important to have a system for dealing with various situations you’ll be facing. As was the case
with the preflop strategy for beginners, what you’ll read in this section isn’t the best way to play
no-limit hold’em tournaments. The biggest flaw with this approach is that because you’ll be
playing marginal situations aggressively, you’ll often find yourself trapped in certain situations
that pros might avoid. Just the same, it’s a much better approach than one that will give you no
chance to succeed.For the sake of simplicity, let’s categorize some important types of hands
and situations you may find yourself in after the flop and discuss the best way for a novice to play
each of them.FLOPPING TOP PAIR OR AN OVERPAIR TO THE BOARDOur starting-hand
guidelines for beginning players are pretty strict. Therefore, when you flop top pair, you will
always have a good kicker. Any time you flop top pair on the board or hold an overpair to the
board—for example J-J on a board of 9-6-2—I suggest that you play your hand strongly. In fact,
that’s your approach with any hand that you get to the flop with. You will usually want to make a
bold bet, one big enough to win the pot right on the flop. Let’s take a look at an example.Hand In
ActionWith the blinds at $100/$200, you raise to $1,000 from early position with J-J and a player
on the button calls you. The flop comes 9♠ 6♦ 2♠ and it’s up to you.The advice that I suggest for
beginning players in this situation is almost in direct contrast to what professional players may
do. With $2,300 in the pot, a pro who wants to keep the pots small would likely bet around
$1,200, or approximately 50 percent of the pot. But as a novice tournament player, I suggest that
you make a pot-sized bet any time you bet on the flop. In this case, that amount would be
$2,300.The 25-percent rule applies to post-flop play as well. In this situation, if $2,300
represents more than 25 percent of your total stack size, then you should move all in.Hopefully,
when you bet on this flop, your opponent will just fold and allow you to rake in the pot so that you
don’t have to risk being outdrawn or outplayed. If your opponent calls, you’ll have to reevaluate
the situation on the turn. (We’ll show you how to do that in the next part of this chapter).You will
have to face a difficult dilemma in this situation if your opponent elects to raise you. A raise could
mean several things: He has 10-10, a flush draw, a straight draw, a set, Q-Q/K-K/A-A, or
possibly, he could even be on a bluff. With so many variables coming into play after the flop, I
think you can understand why your goal as a beginning player should be to win pots without
seeing the flop. The correct play in this situation is dependent upon your read of your
opponent.This is the first time I’ve asked you to make a decision that is not entirely reliant on the
system. I can’t even give you a definitive answer as to the best way to play in this situation. But I
can give you something even better: some guidelines that will cover all types of situations you
might have to face on the flop. Here is a checklist of six questions you should ask yourself before
making your ultimate decision.Checklist for Dealing With a Flop Raise1. Is my opponent aware
that I’m a conservative player?2. Is my opponent capable of bluffing?3. What type of hands
would this player call a large raise with before the flop?4. Would he slowplay a pair of aces,
kings, or queens before the flop in the hope of trapping me?5. Would this player raise me with a
draw?6. If my opponent flopped a set, would he raise me on the flop? Or would he be more likely



to wait for the turn to raise?If you decide that your opponent is likely to have you beat and your
best-case scenario is that he is on a draw, fold when he raises on the flop. In most cases, and
especially in deep-stack tournaments, folding is your best option considering your conservative
table image. If he’s perceptive, your opponent has noticed that you play only premium hands.
Therefore, if he raises you on a ragged flop, he probably has a hand that he wants to trap you
with.After answering all of these important questions, if you still aren’t sure whether you are beat,
or if you feel strongly that you have the best hand, your best course of action is a large reraise.
For consistency’s sake, make your reraise the size of the pot. In most tournaments, that will
commit you to the pot or even move you all in. But don’t worry about that. The strength of this
aggressive, big-bet poker style is not its ability to avoid traps. Its strength is that it will always shift
the pressure, the difficult decisions, away from you and put it squarely on your
opponents.FLOPPING TWO PAIR OR A SETThe way you choose to bet two pair or a set
shouldn’t be any different than the way you would bet top pair. A pot-sized bet with virtually any
hand you bet post-flop will ensure that your betting amounts do not fall into patterns that your
more perceptive opponents will notice.Flopping two pair or a set is good enough for you, as a
novice, to play for all your chips if necessary. More experienced players may be able to get away
from traps when they are beaten, even with strong hands such as these. But it’s very difficult for
a beginner to recognize when it’s right to make a big laydown, so it’s better to just go with the
hand.If an opponent bets in front of you, make a pot-sized raise when you have two pair or a set,
regardless of the texture of the flop. This simple, yet aggressive, betting strategy, does not
recommend slowplaying. Instead, the strategy includes a betting approach that is consistent,
regardless of the strength of your hole cards.FLOPPING A STRAIGHT OR A FLUSHThe story is
much the same when you flop a straight or a flush. Make a pot-sized bet on the flop and hope
that one of your opponents raises. If you do get raised on the flop, the pot should be large by
then. That is exactly what you want when you flop a made hand. Don’t slowplay the hand.
Reraise with another pot-sized raise.FLOPPING A FULL HOUSE OR BETTERAs you can
probably tell, the approach for novice tournament players is one that should be difficult for your
opponents to read based on your betting patterns. They probably will have trouble figuring out
your hand strength because you bet different hand strengths the same way, even when you flop
quads or a full house.Unless they know your strategy going into the tournament, chances are
good that your opponents won’t believe that you would bet the pot when you flop such a strong
hand. For that reason, an opponent may try to bluff-raise you. In that case, it would actually be a
good idea to slowplay by just calling the raise and hoping that your opponent bets the turn. With
a hand this strong, there is no reason to fear getting outdrawn, so there is no real need to reraise
on the flop.The problem is that if you reraise, your bluffing opponent probably will fold. By just
calling his raise, you allow the bluffer to continue to try to take the pot away from you. In other
words, you’ll make more money off his ill-timed bluff-raise.MISSING WITH AN A-KHow you play
A-K when you miss the flop is where a level of deception comes into play for you. Since you bet
all your good hands by making pot-sized bets on the flop, it makes sense for you to make a



similar bet when you hold A-K and you miss the flop completely. Suppose you have the A♥ K♦
and the flop comes 8-4-2.Hand In ActionYou make a pot-sized bet and an opponent calls—or,
even worse, raises your bet. Now what do you do? I suggest that you should shut down
completely unless you catch an ace or a king on the turn.Betting the flop in this situation will help
make you a bit more difficult to read. Suppose you only bet the pot on the flop when you have
something strong, but when you miss the flop you make a different bet size. It won’t take your
opponents very long to pick up on that pattern. They will start folding when you bet the pot, but
calling or raising when you make a different size of bet.By consistently betting your hands this
way, you put the load on your opponents to guess where you are in the hand. Do you have
overcards or an overpair? Have you flopped two pair? Did you flop a full house? Adding
deception to your game doesn’t require any outlandish moves or bluffs. You simply do it by
making sure that the range of hands you bet the flop with is wide enough that your opponents
will have to guess what you are holding.PLAYING A PAIR WHEN OVERCARDS ARE ON
BOARDPlaying a pair when there are overcards on board is a tricky situation in which many
beginners make significant mistakes. It’s one of those marginal situations where your pair could
be way out in front, or way behind if your opponent catches a piece of the flop.You should
approach these situations as you would when you miss with an A-K or when you flop a set—bet
the size of the pot. If another player bets before you, you face a difficult decision. Unless you
have reason to believe he is bluffing, you should fold. However, if you think you have the best
hand, or want to find out, reraise the size of the pot. My advice, though, is that the safest play is
to simply fold in these situations, and that’s what you should do most often.If you raise and your
opponent calls or reraises, then you need to shut down completely. If you bet the flop and an
opponent calls, you should also shutdown for the rest of the hand and hope that your opponent
doesn’t bet the turn or the river.Let’s look at an example. The blinds are at $100/$200 and you
make it $1,000 from middle position with J-J. The big blind calls, so there is now $2,100 in the
pot. The flop comes Q♣ 8♦ 3♣ and your opponent checks to you.Hand in ActionYou lead out at
the pot for $2,100. Your opponent calls. Now what do you do? Unless you catch a third jack on
the turn, plan on just checking the rest of the way. If your opponent bets on the turn or the river, I
suggest that you fold. Unless, of course, you have reason to believe that your opponent is
bluffing or may even be betting a weaker hand such as A-8 for value. (Look for more instruction
in the next part of this chapter for how you should play on the turn and river.)PLAYING AGAINST
MULTIPLE OPPONENTSThe higher the number of players that see a flop, the more likely it is
that someone will hit the flop. When playing against multiple opponents, pay attention to the
texture of the flop in deciding whether you should bet when you miss with your A-K/A-Q hands.
And whether or not you should bet your pair when an overcard hits.In an extreme example,
imagine that you raised before the flop with the A♣ K♣ and three people called, making it a four-
way pot. The flop comes 7♥ 8♥ 9♥.Hand in ActionWhen I see a flop like this that completely
misses my hand, I figure it probably has hit at least one of my opponents. Somebody probably
has made a flush, a straight, or has a draw to one or the other. In a case like this, you’re better off



saving a bet by checking and then folding when the action comes back to you. Your observant
opponents may pick up on the fact that when you check in multiway pots, you probably have
nothing, but that’s okay. As a beginning player, it is best to take a straightforward approach to
multiway pots, bluffing slightly less often than you would against just one opponent.Let’s take a
look at another example. You raise with J-J from first position. Two players and the big blind call
behind you. The flop comes A♠ K♦ 4♠ and the big blind checks.Hand in ActionYou’ve been
playing conservatively, and now two players with position over you call your preflop raise, and
the big blind defends. What does that tell you? It indicates that at least one of your opponents
has an ace. And that’s dangerous for you. Fold against any action.When only one player is in the
pot with you, you can bet the pot on the flop to represent a hand such as A-K. Your bet will help
tell you where you stand in the hand. If your opponent calls, you would have to shut down and
then fold if he bets the turn.Of course, as I’ve said before, this is not the optimal (and eventual)
strategy you’ll be playing in no-limit hold’em tournaments. It is simply a strategy that you can put
into action with very little knowledge of the game and be competitive. You will certainly be weak
in some spots and overly aggressive in others. But my goal in sharing this system with you is to
take the guesswork out of no-limit hold’em tournament play. As you improve, you are going to
change your approach and strategy, but I highly recommend playing this way while you’re
learning the ropes. It worked for me in the beginning, and I believe it will work equally well for
you.PLAYING DRAWING HANDSThe way you’ll play drawing hands will be another addition to
your level of deception as a player. I recommend a very aggressive approach with drawing hands
—pot-sized bets and even pot-sized reraises when you flop an open-ended straight draw or a
flush draw.The idea behind being aggressive with drawing hands is that they are high quality
semibluffing opportunities, and since the beginning approach doesn’t contain very much bluffing
at all, plays like these are even more effective. Let’s take a look at an example. With blinds at $50/
$100, you raise to $500 with the A♥ Q♥. The player on the button calls. The flop comes 7♥ 4♥
2♦.Hand in ActionYou bet $1,300, the size of the pot, and your opponent raises you to $3,300.
On this flop, even if your opponent has J♣ J♠, your hand is still favored to be the winner by the
end of the hand. Any heart (nine outs), ace (three outs), or queen (three outs) would give you the
best hand. Having 15 outs with two cards to come is a favorite over any hand. Even in the worst-
case scenarios, when your opponent flops a set or slowplays K-K, you still aren’t drawing
dead.The value in reraising the flop is that you can represent A-A and your opponent may fold
his probable J-J. Even if he calls, it’s not a bad result because you are the favorite. But if he folds,
that’s an even better result because you win the chips in the middle without having to hit your
hand. There is also the possibility that your opponent has a hand like J♥ 10♥, which would mean
you have him crushed!The great thing about making semibluffs with drawing hands is that even
when your bluff doesn’t work (that is, your opponent doesn’t fold), you still may have a good
chance of winning a big pot if you hit.FLOP PLAY SUMMARYIn situations where you’ll see the
flop, this betting system, even when people know what you are up to, has enough deceptive
factors so that your opponents won’t be able to play perfectly against you. When you make a pot-



sized bet, they’ll have no idea what that really means since you’d do it with top pair, two pair, a
middle pair, a set, a flush, a straight, a full house or better, a draw, or even a hand that missed
the flop completely.Making pot-sized bets also allows you to define your opponent’s hands more
clearly, whereas a smaller bet might not give you enough information to make a good decision
on the turn. Large bets will also help ensure that you charge your opponents a big price to
continue after the flop.On the flipside, though, large bets will often cause you to lose more chips
than a more experienced player would lose in certain situations. But that’s the price you’ll have to
pay in the beginning to be competitive against better players. Essentially, the flaws in this
strategy are in overbetting hands in spots where a smaller bet would get the desired result with
less risk to your stack.TURN PLAYThis is the street where beginners are most vulnerable
against more experienced opponents. Without question, the turn is the most difficult street to
play in hold’em. But it is also the street where the risk/reward ratio is the highest, since pot sizes
get much larger by the turn.Before discussing the approach to playing the turn, let’s review the
importance of how your opponents perceive you. If they have been paying attention, they should
have noticed that you are playing very few hands and will bet the flop aggressively whenever you
are in a pot. Therefore, if a player is still with you until the turn card, he must have some kind of a
hand; otherwise, he would have folded.For example, suppose you semibluffed with J-J on the
flop against a board of K♠ 9♦ 4♥.Hand in ActionYour opponent called your semibluff bet on the
flop. Now he bets the turn card. It is usually best for you to give him credit for at least a pair of
kings and fold your hand. As a general rule, if you don’t have top pair or better by the turn, or a
good drawing hand, you should check and fold to a bet. Playing this way may make it possible
for an experienced opponent to outplay you, but still, this approach is a solid strategy for new
players.You can add a trick to your repertoire on the turn, however, that will allow you to ward off
predators. The best way to fight back against a player who is trying to outplay you on the turn is
to try for the check-raise.Let’s take a look at an example. With the blinds at $25/$50, you make it
$250 to go before the flop with Q-Q. The button calls you. The flop comes Q♣ 7♦ 2♠.Hand in
ActionYou bet $575, just like you would with all the hands you have played until that point. Your
opponent calls. Since you have made trip queens, the situation looks like this:1. Your opponent
calls your bet on the flop so that he can try to steal the pot from you on the turn, or2. He has a
strong hand such as A-Q, K-K, A-A, 7-7, or 2-2, or3. He has a medium pair that he thinks may be
the best hand against your possible A-K.Now, if the turn card is something similar to the 3♣, he’ll
see it as being no help to your hand. If you check, there is a good chance that he will bet in
situations 1, 2 and 3. Once he bets, you can go for your big check-raise play which will force him
to fold in situations 1 and 3. But if he is in situation 2, you might just be able to bust him for all of
his chips.As a beginning tournament player, when you check-raise on the turn, you should
always have a very strong hand. Not just top pair, but at least two pair. Also, if you are going for a
check-raise, you should pay attention to the texture of the board. If it’s a draw-heavy board,
checking the turn could be risky, so instead, you should make another pot-sized bet.Even the
best players should not overuse the check-raise on the turn, and as a beginner you certainly



should not use it very often either. However, there is one other situation where it might be okay
for a novice to try the check-raise semibluff. For this play to work, the situation has to be just
right: Your opponent thinks you play A-B-C poker and you have a very strong draw.For example,
with the blinds at $50/$100, you raise to $500 with the A♥ K♥ and get a caller who has position
on you. The flop comes Q♥ 6♥ 2♦.Hand in ActionYou bet the pot on the flop and the player on
the button calls. You have the nut-flush draw and two overcards to the board. The turn card is the
10♠, meaning that a jack would make you a straight.This is a situation where a bet works just
fine, but a check-raise may be a powerful enough play to force your opponent to lay down even a
hand like A♣ Q♣. What’s so nice about this type of bluff is that even when it doesn’t work and you
get caught, you still have several ways to win the pot if you catch a card you are looking for. In
addition to that, showing players that you are capable of this play will make it more difficult for
them to read you. Again, it’s not a play that should be used very often and the situation needs to
be just right for it to be effective.When you have position on your opponent, the check-raise isn’t
an option. You’ll be faced with either calling a bet or making the decision to check or bet. This is
where you need to veer from the “raise or fold” strategy and play more carefully. If your opponent
bets the turn, don’t raise him unless you have a very strong hand in relation to the board. For
example, if you make kings and tens on a board of K♣ 10♠ 2♥ 7♠, you have a very strong hand.
But if you have kings and tens on a board of K♣ J♣ 10♦ 9♣, you don’t have a very strong hand at
all because an opponent only has to have a queen in his hand to beat you.In a marginal situation
when you have position over your opponent, take a simple approach: Bet the size of the pot
when your opponent checks and you strongly believe that you have the best hand. Check when
you don’t. If your opponent bets the turn, raise him only with a very strong hand or a powerful
draw (as a semibluff in perfect situations). Just call when you aren’t sure of your hand’s relative
strength, or when you have a drawing hand. If you think you are beat, just fold.For the most part,
you’re going to be avoiding playing very many turns because of the aggressive way you play
preflop and on the flop. More experienced players make their most important decision on the
turn, while your strategy will have you putting more importance on earlier, less complicated
decisions.RIVER PLAYThe river is another street where the amateur player is at a disadvantage.
The pot is already large, the cards are all dealt, and all that’s left is deciding whether you have
the best hand. The best way to avoid making marginal decisions is to always lean towards the
side of caution in terms of both bluffing and value betting marginal hands.When you get as far as
the river, your approach should be straightforward. Based on the fact that your betting system
has made the pot rather large, the river is not a good time to get creative with your play.Unless
you have the absolute nuts, or close to the nuts, you should lean towards checking the river
whether you are in position or not. Experienced players may be able to make good value bets on
the river because they have polished hand-reading skills, but as a novice, it probably will be
difficult for you to figure out when it makes sense to either value bet or check.Along those same
lines, you should do little to no bluffing on the river. The reason is simple: New tournament
players often have a difficult time understanding when it makes sense to bluff. Bluffing should be



all but ruled out as an option on the river. Besides, if you are still in the pot on the river, chances
are good that you will have a strong hand that doesn’t require a bluff to win the pot.The only
times when that wouldn’t be the case are when you are drawing. But with this betting system,
you will play even your drawing hands aggressively. This means that if you are still in on the river
and your opponent is calling your aggressive bets, he probably has a strong hand.HOW MUCH
TO VALUE BETIf you have the nuts on the river, the question you need to ask yourself is this,
“How much should you bet?” Unlike the action on the preflop, flop, and turn, the approach to
value betting your hand on the river is much different because you are no longer protecting your
hand. If you have the best hand, nothing can change that once the river is dealt.It’s for that
reason that your bet sizing no longer has to follow the guidelines of big bet poker. Instead, you
can now look to make bets that will entice your opponent to call, and those bets are generally
going to be a smaller percentage of the pot than you have been betting earlier in the
hand.Figuring out the correct amount to value bet on the river depends on your ability to read
other people’s hands. Knowing the strength of your opponent’s hand will help you gauge how
much he might be willing to pay to see your hand. As with the rest of the suggested strategy in
this chapter, I want to simplify things for you. That way, when you’re faced with a decision, you
already have a guideline showing you how to proceed.I suggest betting approximately 50 to 60
percent of the pot on the river if you have either the nuts or a hand that you think is the best
hand. Notice that this percentage is much smaller than the bets you made earlier in the hand.
However, your river bet should still be bigger than the bet you made on the turn.Let’s take a look
at an example. The blinds are $50/$100 and you raise to $500 with the A♣ K♠ preflop. The player
on the button calls you. The flop comes Q♠ 10♥ 3♠.Hand in ActionYou bet the size of the pot on
the flop, $1,250. Your opponent calls. The turn is the J♦. Once again you bet the size of the pot,
$3,750, and your opponent calls. On the river, the 2♦ hits. It is a complete blank.You have the
nuts and are hoping your opponent has a hand such as a set of queens.There is $11,250 in the
pot and your last bet was $3,750. If you bet the size of the pot again on the river, it is less likely
that your opponent will call unless he has the same hand you have. So, here you could bet
around $5,500 or $6,000, which is still a substantial bet in relation to the blinds.You don’t get a
lot of opportunities to value bet the nuts on the river, so it’s important that you get value for your
nut hands when you make them. Of course, your opponent may have called a pot-sized bet on
the river, in which case you would have won more chips. But more often than not, a pot-sized bet
will scare him away. And without his donations, you will get no value out of your nut hand on the
river.WHEN TO CALL A RIVER BETKnowing when to call a river bet can be tricky for a novice.
The essence of poker often comes down to the simple question: Does he have a hand, or is he
bluffing? The answer may be the most difficult aspect of tournament play for novices since it is
difficult to be totally systematic in your approach. Here are a few guidelines for making these
types of tough decisions.1. Don’t Be a Hero If all you can beat is a bluff, you should probably just
fold your hand. One of the biggest mistakes I see beginners make is that they get lost in hands
by the river and have no idea what to do. For example, they have J-J and the final board reads



A-10-9-6-6 and their opponent makes a sizeable river bet. It’s a simple case of either: a. Your
opponent is bluffing or;b. He is value betting a hand that has you beat. There is no in-between in
these situations since your opponent is very unlikely to be value betting a hand worse than your
pair of jacks. As a general rule, when you find yourself in situations where you can only beat a
bluff, let it go unless you have a read on your opponent and have strong reasons to believe that
he is bluffing.2. Call with Top Pair or Better If you end up with top pair on the board, two pair,
trips, or better, you should probably call your opponent—unless there is a four-card straight or a
four-card flush on the board at the river. Great players can fold some very strong hands on the
river when they know they are beat, but that is not going to be your forte as a beginner. If you’ve
made it to the river and end up with a relatively strong hand, it usually makes sense for you to
call a river bet with one of these hands since the pot will likely be very large.River play can be
tricky and that’s why my advice for you as a novice player is to play very carefully at the end.
Rather than get involved in too much sophisticated thought, I believe that it makes more sense
for you to play this street as straightforwardly as possible. As you improve your tournament play,
you’ll be adding more strategies to your playbook. Until that time, I firmly believe that getting too
clever will only cost you money in the long run.ADJUSTING FOR SHORT-HANDED PLAYPlay
becomes short-handed only during the very late stages of a tournament. As a novice player, you
won’t be making many final tables just yet. You’ll be able to last a long time and get deep in
tournaments while you’re learning the ropes, but you’ll have to get very lucky to make it as far as
the final table.Short-handed play is generally defined as six-handed or less. Playing short-
handed requires some significant strategy adjustments, especially for novices who already are
starting out with strict starting-hand requirements. Also, by that point in a tournament, the stack
size to blind ratio is usually small. This means that players will be going all in more frequently
rather than coming in with a standard-sized raise. This actually helps you as a novice because
your approach of playing your hands aggressively before the flop becomes the norm in short-
handed play. Your opponents often will not have enough chips to justify calling your raises to
outplay you after the flop because it will cost them far too high a percentage of their stacks.BIG-
BET NO-LIMIT HOLD’EM: A STRATEGY FOR NOVICE TOURNAMENT PLAYERSBIG-BETNO-
LIMIT HOLD’EM:A STRATEGY FOR NOVICETOURNAMENT PLAYERSEvelyn
NgINTRODUCTIONBefore I began playing no-limit hold’em tournaments, I had been playing
limit hold’em cash games for years as a professional player. This was well before the poker
boom. I never really had a reason to learn how to play no-limit hold’em because back then, the
only hold’em games you’d find in a casino or cardroom were limit hold’em. After a novice player,
Chris Moneymaker, won the World Series of Poker in 2003, interest in playing poker picked up.
Then when the World Poker Tour hit television with its mini-cams that allowed you to see players’
hole cards, things really changed. Suddenly, no-limit hold’em games were being spread
everywhere and no-limit hold’em tournaments became the new craze.The World Poker Tour
gave me the opportunity to play in a unique event on television, a special ladies-only tournament
with five other women: Jennifer Harman, Annie Duke, Kathy Liebert, Maureen Feduniak and



Clonie Gowan. Unfortunately, there was just one problem: I had never played no-limit hold’em!
Luckily for me, Daniel Negreanu, my good friend of many years, knew a thing or two about no-
limit hold’em and he was gracious enough to help me develop a strategy that would give me a
fighting chance against that tough group of players. In this chapter, I’d like to share with you “The
System” that Daniel taught me for that event and beyond.If you’ve had success playing no-limit
hold’em cash games, but have never before played a no-limit tournament, read on! You’ll pick up
some valuable tips on playing a strategy that we’ve specially designed to help you last as long
as possible when you begin playing no-limit tournaments. Otherwise, skip right along to the next
chapter.A SIMPLIFIED STRATEGY FOR NO-LIMIT HOLD’EM TOURNAMENTSTournament no-
limit hold’em isn’t the type of game you can jump into and play optimally right off the bat. Before
you learn to run, you must learn to walk. Before you can advance to a competitive level in no-limit
hold’em tournaments, you need to play a more simplified version of the game. One way to do
that is by playing a style of poker that allows you to avoid putting yourself into situations where
you will be forced to make difficult decisions. That’s what I like about Daniel’s simplified system
of tournament play for novices: It makes the game so much easier when you begin playing no-
limit hold’em tournaments.The advice in this chapter is geared specifically to beginning players;
it is not the ideal strategy for more accomplished players. Sometimes these suggestions may
seem to contradict what is written in the other sections of the book that are geared towards
advanced play. This chapter will have you focusing mostly on how to play before the flop, while
the advanced sections shift the focus to decisions you’ll be faced with after the flop. Understand
that you won’t necessarily be learning the optimal strategy for no-limit hold’em tournaments.
Instead, you’ll be using a strategy designed to help you advance deeper in tournament play by
neutralizing your more experienced opponents’ advantage over you.You’ll learn which hands to
play before the flop and how to bet those hands in various scenarios. You’ll also receive
guidelines as to how you should proceed post-flop. Once you’ve learned how to use this strategy
properly, and have become more comfortable playing tournament poker, you can take the next
step and start playing a more advanced strategy for no-limit hold’em tournaments. Thankfully,
you need go no further than the next few chapters in this book to find expert advice from Daniel
and the other contributors.The first step is understanding how to neutralize the edge enjoyed by
more experienced opponents.NEUTRALIZING EXPERIENCED OPPONENTSNovice players
can somewhat neutralize their more skilled opponents’ advantage by making large raises that
price them out of pots. By doing that, you force skilled players to pay a higher price to try to crack
your hand or outplay you. An extreme example of this is to simply go all in whenever you play a
hand. Going all in essentially forces your opponents to become robots. They can no longer
outplay you, so they are left with simply waiting and hoping that they eventually get a strong
enough hand to call you.The first obstacle in defending against an all-in bet is being dealt a
premium hand, but there is another obstacle as well— winning the pot with it! In hold’em, it is
rare to find a situation where you are, for example, an 85-percent favorite or better before the
flop. Even K♠ K♥ is only a 71 percent favorite over A♣ 6♦. And A♦ K♥ is a mere 61 percent



favorite over 6♥ 7♠.While moving all in before the flop would force your opponents to wait for
premium hands before they dare call you, it’s a bit more reckless than necessary. There are
certain situations late in a tournament when the blinds are high in relation to the stacks where an
all-in bet is certainly the way to go. But in the early and middle stages of deep-stack
tournaments, you would be risking far more chips with an all-in bet than you need to.Large raises
accomplish an important goal for beginning tournament players: They force skilled opponents to
wait for premium hands, and play a little more carefully against the raiser. That’s ideal for you as
a novice tournament player. Rather than putting yourself in tough situations after the flop where
things get a little trickier, your goal is to win the blinds and antes without being called by any of
your opponents.PREFLOPTOURNAMENT THEORY FOR NOVICE PLAYERSAn understanding
of how much to bet is at the top of your list. Raising to three times the size of the big blind is
considered to be a standard size raise in no-limit hold’em. If the blinds are $50/$100, a raise to
$300 is the traditional raise size in tournament play. Anything more than that is considered to be
a large raise, while raising less than three times the big blind is considered a small raise.But not
all experienced tournament players use that formula. If you’ve watched players like Daniel, Phil
Ivey, David Williams, Todd Brunson and some of the other superstars in the game, you’ve
noticed that their raise sizes are usually closer to two-and-a-half times the big blind. The reason
that works for them is that they want to get involved in more flops and thereby force their
opponents to make difficult decisions after the flop. And of course, they also risk fewer chips
when they attempt to steal the blinds.BET SIZINGHow much you raise on the hands you play is
where the strategy for novice players differs from traditional tournament protocol—and where it
differs from small-ball tournament strategy, as well. Instead of the standard strategy, and rather
than the small-ball strategy for raising, I suggest making your preflop raises four to five times the
size of the blind.For example, with blinds at $50/$100, if the size of your raise is $450 (4.5 times
the size of the big blind), you are laying 3 to 1 odds ($450 to win $150) on your attempt to steal
the blinds. A small-ball player who comes in for 2.5 times the big blind would only be laying 5-3
odds on his steal ($250 to win $150).If the blinds are $200/$400 with nine $50 antes, a small-ball
player will be risking $1,000 to win $1,050 (slightly better than even money) if he makes his
standard two-and-a-half times the blind raise. As a novice player using the raising guidelines I
suggest, you will be risking as much as $2,000 to win $1,050 (closer to 2 to 1).What is the main
reason that a novice player should raise more than a traditional tournament player and more
than a small-ball player? Experienced traditional players and small-ball players don’t mind being
called; they want to play flops. You, the novice, would rather not get called because you want to
avoid seeing flops.So, when you find a hand you are going to play and no one has yet entered
the pot, pick a number between four and five times the big blind and stick with it. I strongly
recommend that you don’t vary your raise sizes based on the strength of your hand. You don’t
want to develop any betting patterns that perceptive opponents may notice. For example,
suppose you are making your raises with A-A and K-K slightly smaller than you are with your
other hands because you want people to call you. Believe me, good players will catch on to what



you’re doing and will take advantage of you. You’ll be giving away information without even
realizing it. My philosophy is that you should always make them pay for any information about
your style of play!But as a novice, I suggest you start out by raising to five times the big blind. As
you improve your tournament game, you can slowly lower that number to four-and-a-half and
then to four times the big blind. When you become a superstar, you’ll eventually take it even
further to only two-and-a-half times the blind. But at the starting line, take it one step at a
time.Now let’s take a look at some other guidelines for preflop betting in various
situations.WHEN PLAYERS HAVE ALREADY LIMPED INTO THE POTIf a player has already
called in front of you, you have to make an even larger raise to force him out of the pot. What I
don’t want you to do is limp in behind this player. In fact, I don’t want you to limp in at all before
the flop (with the exception of those times when you’re in the small blind, which we’ll get to
later).Since your goal is to win pots preflop and avoid having to make tough decisions after the
flop, limping in should not be part of your repertoire of plays. Limping gives you no chance to win
the pot before the flop and, unless someone raises, guarantees that you’ll be taking a flop in
what may be a marginal situation for your hand. A beginning player should live and die by this
motto: Raise or fold before the flop!So, if no one has entered the pot in front of you before the
flop, you should abide by the five times rule—raise to five times the big blind. If one or two
limpers have entered the pot in front of you, make it seven times the size of the blind if you want
to play the hand. If more than two limpers come into the pot in front of you, make your raise nine
times the size of the big blind.For example, with the blinds at $100/$200, suppose one player
limps in for $200 in front of you. If you raise five times the size of the blind ($1,000), he is much
more likely to call the extra $800 than he is to call a raise that is seven times the blind ($1,400)
and costs him an extra $1,200. The larger raise amount should put enough pressure on your
opponent to make him think twice about calling you. And that is the result you want!I know for a
fact that this approach really frustrates the more skilled players who want to keep the pots small
preflop. They might even try to discourage you from making large raises before the flop, but don’t
let them get to you. Stick to your game plan, and I guarantee they’ll hate you for it!WHEN A
PLAYER HAS RAISED IN FRONT OF YOUThings get a little trickier when another player has
raised in front of you. Since your motto is, “Raise or fold before the flop,” you are going to rule out
smooth calling raisers as well as limpers. Since you aren’t going to be calling in any situations,
the number of hands you can play when facing a raise is limited.The raiser’s table position is an
important factor when deciding how to play a situation. To simplify things so that you don’t have
to worry too much about reading your opponents or playing a complicated guessing game, use
the following approach: Play conservatively against raises from early position and become
progressively more aggressive as you get closer to late position.Let’s look at an example. You
are dealt the A♣ Q♦ on the button. A player raises from under the gun. I suggest you fold. Yes,
fold! Despite the fact that you have a strong hand, a player who raises from early position
generally has a stronger hand.Now let’s look at a similar scenario. This time, you are dealt the
A♣ Q♦ in the small blind. A player raises to $300 from late position. You have the same exact



hand but this time you definitely want to play. Why? Because your opponent is more likely to be
stealing in this situation. The question is, how much should you raise? The answer to that brings
up another one of our rules: A preflop reraise should be five times bigger than the raise you are
facing.In this example, the raise was to $300, so you would raise it to a total of $1,500 (5 x $300
equals $1,500). That amount should apply enough pressure on your opponent to ensure that he
won’t be calling just to try to outplay you after the flop. If he calls the raise—or worse, reraises you
—it’s highly likely that your A-Q is in trouble. The size of your raise will help make it easier for you
to clearly define that. We’ll talk about what to do if he calls your raise later on in this chapter, but
for now let’s lay out a set of rules to guide you when an opponent raises in front of you before the
flop.WHEN YOU ARE FACING A RERAISEBy playing a conservative, yet aggressive, style of
poker, you won’t be faced with as many reraises as a looser player would get. Your raises will
demand more respect. Therefore, if a player does reraise you, his reraise usually signifies that
he has a legitimately strong hand that you should respect. Unless you have a premium hand,
you should fold in the face of a reraise unless it’s an all-in reraise that won’t cost you very many
chips to call. A short-stacked, all-in player’s range of hands is generally much wider than a
typical player’s. In other words, he’ll play more hands because he often gets to the point of
desperation, maybe even going all in with any hand that looks playable.If you have a premium
hand and someone reraises you, I would advise you not to get very fancy. Simply make a large
reraise with any of the following hands: A-A, K-K, Q-Q, A-K, and J-J. Fold any other hand,
including pairs lower than J-J and A-Q. Keep in mind that this strategy isn’t optimal, but for new
players like you who are just starting out on the tournament trail, playing this strategy is the
safest way to last as long as possible in an event. This approach will give you a chance to win by
being aggressive with your good hands and folding in all marginal situations.Of course, reading
your opponents plays a role in how you deal with any situation in poker. And as you improve as a
tournament player, you can add calling to your repertoire of plays. But for the most part, this
beginning strategy—Raise or Fold—is designed to make tournaments simpler to play by using a
basic system that you won’t have to think through in stressful situations, and a course of action
that you don’t need to veer from.This beginning system makes you susceptible to being trapped
by a skillful opponent; there’s no question about that. For example, if you are dealt Q-Q and
someone is dealt A-A or K-K, you aren’t at the stage where you can get away from these traps.
Instead, you’ll just have to hope that you get lucky and outdraw your opponent.A-A, K-K and Q-Q
are easy hands for you to play. Naturally, you’ll want to raise or reraise with them at every
opportunity. J-J and A-K are hands that you might want to be slightly more cautious with,
especially if you think that your opponent might have a stronger hand than yours. You may want
to fold these hands in the face of a reraise. But I don’t recommend that you fold unless you know
enough about how your opponent plays to justify the idea that he probably had A-A or K-K.THE
25-PERCENT RULEThe 25-percent rule is specifically designed for beginning tournament
players. It will help you to avoid outthinking yourself or getting outplayed in marginal situations.
The rule is simple: Anytime your standard raise represents 25 percent or more of your stack, you



should go all in. Think it over carefully and you’ll see why this rule is effective.Let’s look at an
example of how it works. Suppose the blinds are $100/$200 and you are sitting on a stack of
$3,700 in chips.Since your standard raise is 5 times the big blind or $1,000, making the raise
would represent more than 25 percent of your stack. So, rather than making a bet of $1,000, you
would be better served to go all in for the entire $3,700.ANYTIME YOUR STANDARD RAISE
REPRESENTS 25 PERCENT OR MORE OF YOUR STACK, YOU SHOULD GO ALL IN.The key
reason for going all-in in this situation is that it will help you avoid any potential mathematical
disasters if you get reraised before the flop. You see, if you make it $1,000 to go and a player
reraises you all in, you’ll be getting excellent pot odds to call—but what if you have a marginal
hand? Instead of being put in a situation where you have to make a difficult decision, your move-
in bet before the flop throws the decision back into your opponent’s court. If he calls, you cannot
be outplayed—you are going to see it through to the river, no matter what!The same rule applies
to reraises as well. For example, if a player makes it $600 to go with the blinds at $100/$200, a
standard reraise for you would be to $3,000—five times the original bet. If your stack size is
below $12,000 (25 percent of $12,000 is $3,000), then you should make a huge reraise and go
all in for the whole amount. That may seem risky, but again, it will help you to avoid having to
make tough decisions. Now suppose your stack size is $10,000 and you make it $3,000 to go. A
player moves all in over the top of that bet. Since you have already invested 30 percent of your
stack, you’re getting huge pots odds to make the call.I urge you to remember, however, that a
player who reraises a reraise before the flop almost always has a very strong hand. Being a
beginning tournament player, though, may make it difficult for you to discern how strong your
opponent’s hand is. You probably also will have trouble deciding whether or not you should call
for your remaining $7,000 against the kinds of hands your opponent may have. By going all in
before the flop rather than making your standard size of reraise, you can avoid this mathematical
problem altogether. And then, just hope for the best!I did really well using this betting strategy in
the WPT ladies night tournament. When my opponents saw that I was raising with good hands, it
discouraged them from trying to play back at me. I would win pots—though, admittedly, not huge
ones. But that was okay with me, because I didn’t want to get too sophisticated. This worked for
me because I wasn’t very good at getting fancy. Having a system in place going into the event
made me feel a lot more comfortable at the tournament table. Further, Daniel’s novice strategy
was very effective for me, especially for that particular, high-pressure setting.STARTING HAND
GUIDELINESExperienced players can play a variety of hands well, but as a new player, there
are fewer hands that you can play profitably. Let’s look at them by position.EARLY POSITIONYou
don’t want to play too loosely from early position as a beginning player. If you raise in first
position, be sure you have a strong hand. As always, make your standard raise with any hand
you play.In no-limit hold’em tournaments, the presence or absence of antes influences your play
to some degree. When there is no ante, you should play more conservatively than you do when
there is an ante. Let me explain why this is true. In big-stack tournaments, you have to start
posting an ante at a certain point in the event. Usually a $25 ante starts going in at the beginning



of the second $100/$200 round—often around the fourth level of play—and it gradually
increases throughout the remainder of the tournament.After the antes start going, the fun
begins, so to speak. You see, with more money in the pot, experienced players often loosen up
their requirements for starting hands and start trying to steal the antes and blinds more often.
This means that before the antes begin, the play is tighter than it is after the antes begin. For that
reason, you should play fewer starting hands in the beginning, adding some additional hands
after you start posting an ante.Following is a general guideline for hands you should raise from
early position. But if you don’t have one of the hands listed in the charts, fold.RAISING HANDS
IN EARLY POSITIONWhen There is No AntePairs 7-7 and HigherA-KA-QRAISING HANDS IN
EARLY POSITIONWhen There is an AnteAll PairsA-KA-QA-JK-QTwo Suited Cards 10 and
HigherMIDDLE POSITIONIn middle position you can play all the hands you play from early
position with very few changes. The big difference between playing hands from early position
and playing from middle position is that someone may have either called or raised in front of you.
Here are some guidelines for dealing with middle position hands based on the action in front of
you.If no one has entered the pot, raise with the hands in the following chart. But if you don’t
have one of the hands listed in the charts, fold.RAISING HANDS IN MIDDLE POSITIONWhen
No One Has Entered the PotAll PairsA-KA-QA-JK-QTwo Suited Cards 10 and HigherIf someone
has limped in front of you, raise with the hands in the following chart.RAISING HANDS IN
MIDDLE POSITIONWhen There is a Limper7-7 to A-AA-KA-QIf someone has raised in front of
you, reraise with the hands in the following chart.RAISING HANDS IN MIDDLE POSITIONWhen
There is Already a RaiseA-AK-KQ-QJ-JA-KDoes this strategy seem a little too conservative
against a raise? Remember, the raise you are facing is against an early position player. The only
time you might want to widen your list of reraising hands is when your opponent is a loose player
who raises from early position with suited connectors as well as strong hands. Against players
like Daniel, Erick Lindgren or Phil Ivey, you should reraise more often because they probably will
give you more credit for a strong hand since you are playing conservatively. Also, small-ball
players will often raise with speculative hands from any position, especially when antes are
present.The reason a novice needs to be a little more conservative against a raise, or even a
limp, is because you won’t be smooth calling any type of bet until you have more tournament
experience. Once you’ve mastered Daniel’s simple beginning system and you start to evolve as
a player, you will add a few tools to your repertoire, such as smooth calling raises and limping in
behind other limpers. But let’s wait until the end of this section to talk about how to use those
plays in accordance with your betting system.LATE POSITIONGreat players thrive in late
position by playing more hands and being aggressive in marginal situations. Even as a novice,
late position is the place where you can open up your game a little bit, though not a lot. Your
approach to playing late position should be identical to playing middle position except that you’ll
add a few hands to your list. You will only be adding them, however, in situations where no one
has yet entered the pot. If an opponent limps or raises preflop, you should play the same way
you play from middle position, for the most part.From late position, you can widen your range of



raising hands to include some of the marginally good hands like 8-8, 9-9, or A-Q. When no one
has entered the pot, raise with the hands in the following chart. But if you don’t have one of the
hands listed in the charts, fold.RAISING HANDS IN LATE POSITIONWhen No One Has Entered
the PotAll pairsA-KA-QA-JK-QTwo Suited Cards 10 and Higher9-10 suited8-9 suited7-8 suitedA-
x suitedRAISING HANDS IN LATE POSITIONWhen There is a Limper7-7 to A-AA-KA-QIf
someone has raised in front of you, reraise with the hands in the following chart.RAISING
HANDS IN LATE POSITIONWhen There is Already a RaiseA-AK-KQ-QJ-JA-KPLAYING THE
BLINDSWhen you use this novice betting system, playing from the blinds can be a little tricky.
There will be times where you may be seeing a flop in an unraised pot, which could put you in
some dangerous situations. Against a raise, you would proceed as normal, but if everybody has
just limped in, you’ll have a decision to make from the small blind. With half of a bet already in
the pot, there will be a few situations where it makes sense to call rather than raise or fold.Play
all the hands we’ve already discussed just like you would against limpers, regardless of your
position. However, I suggest that you play a little more conservatively from the small blind and
just call rather than raise with all of your hands except:RAISING HANDS IN SMALL BLIND
POSITIONA-AK-KQ-QA-KJ-J10-109-9A-QWith all the other playable hands that you would enter
a pot with from late position, it’s probably a safe play to go ahead and limp in from the small
blind. There are also some hands that I suggest adding to your play list from the small blind
when you have one-half the bet already in the pot:LIMPING HANDS IN SMALL BLIND
POSITIONAll suited connectors, such as 4-5, 3-4, 6-7All one-gap suited connectors, such as
10-8, 8-6, 5-7All two-gap suited connectors, such as 5-2, 7-4, 10-7, 9-6K-x suitedQ-x
suitedAdding these hands to your repertoire can be dangerous, but as long as you follow some
strict post-flop guidelines, there is some value in playing them. A great player would call from the
small blind with over 90 percent of the hands dealt to him in a limped pot because he is
confident in his ability to avoid disaster after the flop. But as a beginning player, you should
proceed cautiously from the blinds so that you don’t go broke in a tricky situation that your
betting system doesn’t cover.The betting system I have outlined for you is designed to help you
avoid tricky and dangerous situations. If you are nervous about playing these hands, don’t play
them at first. Wait until you feel more comfortable at the table and have developed confidence in
what you’re doing. Folding these hands isn’t a big mistake, especially for a new player who wants
to avoid trouble.SMALL BLIND VERSUS BIG BLINDFrom the small blind, if every other player
folds and it’s just you and the big blind, you can widen the scope of your raising hands to include
any ace, as well as any of the other playable hands mentioned for late position play with antes.If
you are in the big blind and the small blind just limps, you can also widen your reraising range
somewhat to include any ace and any hands that you would play from late position with
antes.PLAYING A SHORT STACKYour starting hand standards change as your stack dwindles
to the point where the 25 percent rule applies. If your standard raise represents 25 percent or
more of your stack, you can start being more aggressive by adding a few more hands to your
repertoire in every scenario.For example, if the blinds are $100/$200 and you are dealt the A♠



7♠ under the gun, but only have $2,100 left in chips, you should go all in. Despite the fact that A♠
7♠ isn’t a hand in your recommended group of starting hands from early position, tough
situations call for tough play. You are always better off going down with a fight than anteing
yourself out of the tournament while sitting around waiting for a premium hand.When you have a
short stack and are the first player to enter the pot, I suggest that you go all in with any of the
hands that you would enter the pot with from late position. Also, I prefer being aggressive against
a raise if I suspect that my opponent is just trying to steal the blinds. Of course, it may take quite
a bit of tournament experience before you develop a feel for this type of play. Just remember
than when you’re on a short stack, you have a lot to gain by being aggressive and little to
lose.PREFLOP SUMMARYThe whole idea behind this approach to preflop play is to give you a
real shot at winning when you are a tournament novice. Hopefully, you also will get lucky enough
to avoid traps, or suck out when you have the worst of it. By playing this aggressive preflop
strategy, you can neutralize an experienced player’s advantage over you by forcing better
players to pay dearly to see the flop. That way, you essentially minimize a pro’s opportunities to
outplay you.I’m not claiming that this is the best strategy. In fact, you’ll often be taking large risks
for minimal gain. But I believe that this approach to tournament play is the best way for a
beginner to be competitive against tougher competition. Trying to play flops with better players
and outmaneuvering them usually is a recipe for disaster.In this section, I outlined a relatively
basic and easy-to-learn system for playing no-limit hold’em tournaments. You learned the types
of hands to play, and how to bet them. In the next section, we’ll deal with the tougher task of
learning how to apply this system to post-flop play.FLOPWhen things are going well for you as a
beginning player, you won’t have to worry too much about actually making decisions after the
flop. But no one can avoid seeing the flop forever!Eventually, you’ll need to play a flop, so it’s
important to have a system for dealing with various situations you’ll be facing. As was the case
with the preflop strategy for beginners, what you’ll read in this section isn’t the best way to play
no-limit hold’em tournaments. The biggest flaw with this approach is that because you’ll be
playing marginal situations aggressively, you’ll often find yourself trapped in certain situations
that pros might avoid. Just the same, it’s a much better approach than one that will give you no
chance to succeed.For the sake of simplicity, let’s categorize some important types of hands
and situations you may find yourself in after the flop and discuss the best way for a novice to play
each of them.FLOPPING TOP PAIR OR AN OVERPAIR TO THE BOARDOur starting-hand
guidelines for beginning players are pretty strict. Therefore, when you flop top pair, you will
always have a good kicker. Any time you flop top pair on the board or hold an overpair to the
board—for example J-J on a board of 9-6-2—I suggest that you play your hand strongly. In fact,
that’s your approach with any hand that you get to the flop with. You will usually want to make a
bold bet, one big enough to win the pot right on the flop. Let’s take a look at an example.Hand In
ActionWith the blinds at $100/$200, you raise to $1,000 from early position with J-J and a player
on the button calls you. The flop comes 9♠ 6♦ 2♠ and it’s up to you.The advice that I suggest for
beginning players in this situation is almost in direct contrast to what professional players may



do. With $2,300 in the pot, a pro who wants to keep the pots small would likely bet around
$1,200, or approximately 50 percent of the pot. But as a novice tournament player, I suggest that
you make a pot-sized bet any time you bet on the flop. In this case, that amount would be
$2,300.The 25-percent rule applies to post-flop play as well. In this situation, if $2,300
represents more than 25 percent of your total stack size, then you should move all in.Hopefully,
when you bet on this flop, your opponent will just fold and allow you to rake in the pot so that you
don’t have to risk being outdrawn or outplayed. If your opponent calls, you’ll have to reevaluate
the situation on the turn. (We’ll show you how to do that in the next part of this chapter).You will
have to face a difficult dilemma in this situation if your opponent elects to raise you. A raise could
mean several things: He has 10-10, a flush draw, a straight draw, a set, Q-Q/K-K/A-A, or
possibly, he could even be on a bluff. With so many variables coming into play after the flop, I
think you can understand why your goal as a beginning player should be to win pots without
seeing the flop. The correct play in this situation is dependent upon your read of your
opponent.This is the first time I’ve asked you to make a decision that is not entirely reliant on the
system. I can’t even give you a definitive answer as to the best way to play in this situation. But I
can give you something even better: some guidelines that will cover all types of situations you
might have to face on the flop. Here is a checklist of six questions you should ask yourself before
making your ultimate decision.Checklist for Dealing With a Flop Raise1. Is my opponent aware
that I’m a conservative player?2. Is my opponent capable of bluffing?3. What type of hands
would this player call a large raise with before the flop?4. Would he slowplay a pair of aces,
kings, or queens before the flop in the hope of trapping me?5. Would this player raise me with a
draw?6. If my opponent flopped a set, would he raise me on the flop? Or would he be more likely
to wait for the turn to raise?If you decide that your opponent is likely to have you beat and your
best-case scenario is that he is on a draw, fold when he raises on the flop. In most cases, and
especially in deep-stack tournaments, folding is your best option considering your conservative
table image. If he’s perceptive, your opponent has noticed that you play only premium hands.
Therefore, if he raises you on a ragged flop, he probably has a hand that he wants to trap you
with.After answering all of these important questions, if you still aren’t sure whether you are beat,
or if you feel strongly that you have the best hand, your best course of action is a large reraise.
For consistency’s sake, make your reraise the size of the pot. In most tournaments, that will
commit you to the pot or even move you all in. But don’t worry about that. The strength of this
aggressive, big-bet poker style is not its ability to avoid traps. Its strength is that it will always shift
the pressure, the difficult decisions, away from you and put it squarely on your
opponents.FLOPPING TWO PAIR OR A SETThe way you choose to bet two pair or a set
shouldn’t be any different than the way you would bet top pair. A pot-sized bet with virtually any
hand you bet post-flop will ensure that your betting amounts do not fall into patterns that your
more perceptive opponents will notice.Flopping two pair or a set is good enough for you, as a
novice, to play for all your chips if necessary. More experienced players may be able to get away
from traps when they are beaten, even with strong hands such as these. But it’s very difficult for



a beginner to recognize when it’s right to make a big laydown, so it’s better to just go with the
hand.If an opponent bets in front of you, make a pot-sized raise when you have two pair or a set,
regardless of the texture of the flop. This simple, yet aggressive, betting strategy, does not
recommend slowplaying. Instead, the strategy includes a betting approach that is consistent,
regardless of the strength of your hole cards.FLOPPING A STRAIGHT OR A FLUSHThe story is
much the same when you flop a straight or a flush. Make a pot-sized bet on the flop and hope
that one of your opponents raises. If you do get raised on the flop, the pot should be large by
then. That is exactly what you want when you flop a made hand. Don’t slowplay the hand.
Reraise with another pot-sized raise.FLOPPING A FULL HOUSE OR BETTERAs you can
probably tell, the approach for novice tournament players is one that should be difficult for your
opponents to read based on your betting patterns. They probably will have trouble figuring out
your hand strength because you bet different hand strengths the same way, even when you flop
quads or a full house.Unless they know your strategy going into the tournament, chances are
good that your opponents won’t believe that you would bet the pot when you flop such a strong
hand. For that reason, an opponent may try to bluff-raise you. In that case, it would actually be a
good idea to slowplay by just calling the raise and hoping that your opponent bets the turn. With
a hand this strong, there is no reason to fear getting outdrawn, so there is no real need to reraise
on the flop.The problem is that if you reraise, your bluffing opponent probably will fold. By just
calling his raise, you allow the bluffer to continue to try to take the pot away from you. In other
words, you’ll make more money off his ill-timed bluff-raise.MISSING WITH AN A-KHow you play
A-K when you miss the flop is where a level of deception comes into play for you. Since you bet
all your good hands by making pot-sized bets on the flop, it makes sense for you to make a
similar bet when you hold A-K and you miss the flop completely. Suppose you have the A♥ K♦
and the flop comes 8-4-2.Hand In ActionYou make a pot-sized bet and an opponent calls—or,
even worse, raises your bet. Now what do you do? I suggest that you should shut down
completely unless you catch an ace or a king on the turn.Betting the flop in this situation will help
make you a bit more difficult to read. Suppose you only bet the pot on the flop when you have
something strong, but when you miss the flop you make a different bet size. It won’t take your
opponents very long to pick up on that pattern. They will start folding when you bet the pot, but
calling or raising when you make a different size of bet.By consistently betting your hands this
way, you put the load on your opponents to guess where you are in the hand. Do you have
overcards or an overpair? Have you flopped two pair? Did you flop a full house? Adding
deception to your game doesn’t require any outlandish moves or bluffs. You simply do it by
making sure that the range of hands you bet the flop with is wide enough that your opponents
will have to guess what you are holding.PLAYING A PAIR WHEN OVERCARDS ARE ON
BOARDPlaying a pair when there are overcards on board is a tricky situation in which many
beginners make significant mistakes. It’s one of those marginal situations where your pair could
be way out in front, or way behind if your opponent catches a piece of the flop.You should
approach these situations as you would when you miss with an A-K or when you flop a set—bet



the size of the pot. If another player bets before you, you face a difficult decision. Unless you
have reason to believe he is bluffing, you should fold. However, if you think you have the best
hand, or want to find out, reraise the size of the pot. My advice, though, is that the safest play is
to simply fold in these situations, and that’s what you should do most often.If you raise and your
opponent calls or reraises, then you need to shut down completely. If you bet the flop and an
opponent calls, you should also shutdown for the rest of the hand and hope that your opponent
doesn’t bet the turn or the river.Let’s look at an example. The blinds are at $100/$200 and you
make it $1,000 from middle position with J-J. The big blind calls, so there is now $2,100 in the
pot. The flop comes Q♣ 8♦ 3♣ and your opponent checks to you.Hand in ActionYou lead out at
the pot for $2,100. Your opponent calls. Now what do you do? Unless you catch a third jack on
the turn, plan on just checking the rest of the way. If your opponent bets on the turn or the river, I
suggest that you fold. Unless, of course, you have reason to believe that your opponent is
bluffing or may even be betting a weaker hand such as A-8 for value. (Look for more instruction
in the next part of this chapter for how you should play on the turn and river.)PLAYING AGAINST
MULTIPLE OPPONENTSThe higher the number of players that see a flop, the more likely it is
that someone will hit the flop. When playing against multiple opponents, pay attention to the
texture of the flop in deciding whether you should bet when you miss with your A-K/A-Q hands.
And whether or not you should bet your pair when an overcard hits.In an extreme example,
imagine that you raised before the flop with the A♣ K♣ and three people called, making it a four-
way pot. The flop comes 7♥ 8♥ 9♥.Hand in ActionWhen I see a flop like this that completely
misses my hand, I figure it probably has hit at least one of my opponents. Somebody probably
has made a flush, a straight, or has a draw to one or the other. In a case like this, you’re better off
saving a bet by checking and then folding when the action comes back to you. Your observant
opponents may pick up on the fact that when you check in multiway pots, you probably have
nothing, but that’s okay. As a beginning player, it is best to take a straightforward approach to
multiway pots, bluffing slightly less often than you would against just one opponent.Let’s take a
look at another example. You raise with J-J from first position. Two players and the big blind call
behind you. The flop comes A♠ K♦ 4♠ and the big blind checks.Hand in ActionYou’ve been
playing conservatively, and now two players with position over you call your preflop raise, and
the big blind defends. What does that tell you? It indicates that at least one of your opponents
has an ace. And that’s dangerous for you. Fold against any action.When only one player is in the
pot with you, you can bet the pot on the flop to represent a hand such as A-K. Your bet will help
tell you where you stand in the hand. If your opponent calls, you would have to shut down and
then fold if he bets the turn.Of course, as I’ve said before, this is not the optimal (and eventual)
strategy you’ll be playing in no-limit hold’em tournaments. It is simply a strategy that you can put
into action with very little knowledge of the game and be competitive. You will certainly be weak
in some spots and overly aggressive in others. But my goal in sharing this system with you is to
take the guesswork out of no-limit hold’em tournament play. As you improve, you are going to
change your approach and strategy, but I highly recommend playing this way while you’re



learning the ropes. It worked for me in the beginning, and I believe it will work equally well for
you.PLAYING DRAWING HANDSThe way you’ll play drawing hands will be another addition to
your level of deception as a player. I recommend a very aggressive approach with drawing hands
—pot-sized bets and even pot-sized reraises when you flop an open-ended straight draw or a
flush draw.The idea behind being aggressive with drawing hands is that they are high quality
semibluffing opportunities, and since the beginning approach doesn’t contain very much bluffing
at all, plays like these are even more effective. Let’s take a look at an example. With blinds at $50/
$100, you raise to $500 with the A♥ Q♥. The player on the button calls. The flop comes 7♥ 4♥
2♦.Hand in ActionYou bet $1,300, the size of the pot, and your opponent raises you to $3,300.
On this flop, even if your opponent has J♣ J♠, your hand is still favored to be the winner by the
end of the hand. Any heart (nine outs), ace (three outs), or queen (three outs) would give you the
best hand. Having 15 outs with two cards to come is a favorite over any hand. Even in the worst-
case scenarios, when your opponent flops a set or slowplays K-K, you still aren’t drawing
dead.The value in reraising the flop is that you can represent A-A and your opponent may fold
his probable J-J. Even if he calls, it’s not a bad result because you are the favorite. But if he folds,
that’s an even better result because you win the chips in the middle without having to hit your
hand. There is also the possibility that your opponent has a hand like J♥ 10♥, which would mean
you have him crushed!The great thing about making semibluffs with drawing hands is that even
when your bluff doesn’t work (that is, your opponent doesn’t fold), you still may have a good
chance of winning a big pot if you hit.FLOP PLAY SUMMARYIn situations where you’ll see the
flop, this betting system, even when people know what you are up to, has enough deceptive
factors so that your opponents won’t be able to play perfectly against you. When you make a pot-
sized bet, they’ll have no idea what that really means since you’d do it with top pair, two pair, a
middle pair, a set, a flush, a straight, a full house or better, a draw, or even a hand that missed
the flop completely.Making pot-sized bets also allows you to define your opponent’s hands more
clearly, whereas a smaller bet might not give you enough information to make a good decision
on the turn. Large bets will also help ensure that you charge your opponents a big price to
continue after the flop.On the flipside, though, large bets will often cause you to lose more chips
than a more experienced player would lose in certain situations. But that’s the price you’ll have to
pay in the beginning to be competitive against better players. Essentially, the flaws in this
strategy are in overbetting hands in spots where a smaller bet would get the desired result with
less risk to your stack.TURN PLAYThis is the street where beginners are most vulnerable
against more experienced opponents. Without question, the turn is the most difficult street to
play in hold’em. But it is also the street where the risk/reward ratio is the highest, since pot sizes
get much larger by the turn.Before discussing the approach to playing the turn, let’s review the
importance of how your opponents perceive you. If they have been paying attention, they should
have noticed that you are playing very few hands and will bet the flop aggressively whenever you
are in a pot. Therefore, if a player is still with you until the turn card, he must have some kind of a
hand; otherwise, he would have folded.For example, suppose you semibluffed with J-J on the



flop against a board of K♠ 9♦ 4♥.Hand in ActionYour opponent called your semibluff bet on the
flop. Now he bets the turn card. It is usually best for you to give him credit for at least a pair of
kings and fold your hand. As a general rule, if you don’t have top pair or better by the turn, or a
good drawing hand, you should check and fold to a bet. Playing this way may make it possible
for an experienced opponent to outplay you, but still, this approach is a solid strategy for new
players.You can add a trick to your repertoire on the turn, however, that will allow you to ward off
predators. The best way to fight back against a player who is trying to outplay you on the turn is
to try for the check-raise.Let’s take a look at an example. With the blinds at $25/$50, you make it
$250 to go before the flop with Q-Q. The button calls you. The flop comes Q♣ 7♦ 2♠.Hand in
ActionYou bet $575, just like you would with all the hands you have played until that point. Your
opponent calls. Since you have made trip queens, the situation looks like this:1. Your opponent
calls your bet on the flop so that he can try to steal the pot from you on the turn, or2. He has a
strong hand such as A-Q, K-K, A-A, 7-7, or 2-2, or3. He has a medium pair that he thinks may be
the best hand against your possible A-K.Now, if the turn card is something similar to the 3♣, he’ll
see it as being no help to your hand. If you check, there is a good chance that he will bet in
situations 1, 2 and 3. Once he bets, you can go for your big check-raise play which will force him
to fold in situations 1 and 3. But if he is in situation 2, you might just be able to bust him for all of
his chips.As a beginning tournament player, when you check-raise on the turn, you should
always have a very strong hand. Not just top pair, but at least two pair. Also, if you are going for a
check-raise, you should pay attention to the texture of the board. If it’s a draw-heavy board,
checking the turn could be risky, so instead, you should make another pot-sized bet.Even the
best players should not overuse the check-raise on the turn, and as a beginner you certainly
should not use it very often either. However, there is one other situation where it might be okay
for a novice to try the check-raise semibluff. For this play to work, the situation has to be just
right: Your opponent thinks you play A-B-C poker and you have a very strong draw.For example,
with the blinds at $50/$100, you raise to $500 with the A♥ K♥ and get a caller who has position
on you. The flop comes Q♥ 6♥ 2♦.Hand in ActionYou bet the pot on the flop and the player on
the button calls. You have the nut-flush draw and two overcards to the board. The turn card is the
10♠, meaning that a jack would make you a straight.This is a situation where a bet works just
fine, but a check-raise may be a powerful enough play to force your opponent to lay down even a
hand like A♣ Q♣. What’s so nice about this type of bluff is that even when it doesn’t work and you
get caught, you still have several ways to win the pot if you catch a card you are looking for. In
addition to that, showing players that you are capable of this play will make it more difficult for
them to read you. Again, it’s not a play that should be used very often and the situation needs to
be just right for it to be effective.When you have position on your opponent, the check-raise isn’t
an option. You’ll be faced with either calling a bet or making the decision to check or bet. This is
where you need to veer from the “raise or fold” strategy and play more carefully. If your opponent
bets the turn, don’t raise him unless you have a very strong hand in relation to the board. For
example, if you make kings and tens on a board of K♣ 10♠ 2♥ 7♠, you have a very strong hand.



But if you have kings and tens on a board of K♣ J♣ 10♦ 9♣, you don’t have a very strong hand at
all because an opponent only has to have a queen in his hand to beat you.In a marginal situation
when you have position over your opponent, take a simple approach: Bet the size of the pot
when your opponent checks and you strongly believe that you have the best hand. Check when
you don’t. If your opponent bets the turn, raise him only with a very strong hand or a powerful
draw (as a semibluff in perfect situations). Just call when you aren’t sure of your hand’s relative
strength, or when you have a drawing hand. If you think you are beat, just fold.For the most part,
you’re going to be avoiding playing very many turns because of the aggressive way you play
preflop and on the flop. More experienced players make their most important decision on the
turn, while your strategy will have you putting more importance on earlier, less complicated
decisions.RIVER PLAYThe river is another street where the amateur player is at a disadvantage.
The pot is already large, the cards are all dealt, and all that’s left is deciding whether you have
the best hand. The best way to avoid making marginal decisions is to always lean towards the
side of caution in terms of both bluffing and value betting marginal hands.When you get as far as
the river, your approach should be straightforward. Based on the fact that your betting system
has made the pot rather large, the river is not a good time to get creative with your play.Unless
you have the absolute nuts, or close to the nuts, you should lean towards checking the river
whether you are in position or not. Experienced players may be able to make good value bets on
the river because they have polished hand-reading skills, but as a novice, it probably will be
difficult for you to figure out when it makes sense to either value bet or check.Along those same
lines, you should do little to no bluffing on the river. The reason is simple: New tournament
players often have a difficult time understanding when it makes sense to bluff. Bluffing should be
all but ruled out as an option on the river. Besides, if you are still in the pot on the river, chances
are good that you will have a strong hand that doesn’t require a bluff to win the pot.The only
times when that wouldn’t be the case are when you are drawing. But with this betting system,
you will play even your drawing hands aggressively. This means that if you are still in on the river
and your opponent is calling your aggressive bets, he probably has a strong hand.HOW MUCH
TO VALUE BETIf you have the nuts on the river, the question you need to ask yourself is this,
“How much should you bet?” Unlike the action on the preflop, flop, and turn, the approach to
value betting your hand on the river is much different because you are no longer protecting your
hand. If you have the best hand, nothing can change that once the river is dealt.It’s for that
reason that your bet sizing no longer has to follow the guidelines of big bet poker. Instead, you
can now look to make bets that will entice your opponent to call, and those bets are generally
going to be a smaller percentage of the pot than you have been betting earlier in the
hand.Figuring out the correct amount to value bet on the river depends on your ability to read
other people’s hands. Knowing the strength of your opponent’s hand will help you gauge how
much he might be willing to pay to see your hand. As with the rest of the suggested strategy in
this chapter, I want to simplify things for you. That way, when you’re faced with a decision, you
already have a guideline showing you how to proceed.I suggest betting approximately 50 to 60



percent of the pot on the river if you have either the nuts or a hand that you think is the best
hand. Notice that this percentage is much smaller than the bets you made earlier in the hand.
However, your river bet should still be bigger than the bet you made on the turn.Let’s take a look
at an example. The blinds are $50/$100 and you raise to $500 with the A♣ K♠ preflop. The player
on the button calls you. The flop comes Q♠ 10♥ 3♠.Hand in ActionYou bet the size of the pot on
the flop, $1,250. Your opponent calls. The turn is the J♦. Once again you bet the size of the pot,
$3,750, and your opponent calls. On the river, the 2♦ hits. It is a complete blank.You have the
nuts and are hoping your opponent has a hand such as a set of queens.There is $11,250 in the
pot and your last bet was $3,750. If you bet the size of the pot again on the river, it is less likely
that your opponent will call unless he has the same hand you have. So, here you could bet
around $5,500 or $6,000, which is still a substantial bet in relation to the blinds.You don’t get a
lot of opportunities to value bet the nuts on the river, so it’s important that you get value for your
nut hands when you make them. Of course, your opponent may have called a pot-sized bet on
the river, in which case you would have won more chips. But more often than not, a pot-sized bet
will scare him away. And without his donations, you will get no value out of your nut hand on the
river.WHEN TO CALL A RIVER BETKnowing when to call a river bet can be tricky for a novice.
The essence of poker often comes down to the simple question: Does he have a hand, or is he
bluffing? The answer may be the most difficult aspect of tournament play for novices since it is
difficult to be totally systematic in your approach. Here are a few guidelines for making these
types of tough decisions.1. Don’t Be a Hero If all you can beat is a bluff, you should probably just
fold your hand. One of the biggest mistakes I see beginners make is that they get lost in hands
by the river and have no idea what to do. For example, they have J-J and the final board reads
A-10-9-6-6 and their opponent makes a sizeable river bet. It’s a simple case of either: a. Your
opponent is bluffing or;b. He is value betting a hand that has you beat. There is no in-between in
these situations since your opponent is very unlikely to be value betting a hand worse than your
pair of jacks. As a general rule, when you find yourself in situations where you can only beat a
bluff, let it go unless you have a read on your opponent and have strong reasons to believe that
he is bluffing.2. Call with Top Pair or Better If you end up with top pair on the board, two pair,
trips, or better, you should probably call your opponent—unless there is a four-card straight or a
four-card flush on the board at the river. Great players can fold some very strong hands on the
river when they know they are beat, but that is not going to be your forte as a beginner. If you’ve
made it to the river and end up with a relatively strong hand, it usually makes sense for you to
call a river bet with one of these hands since the pot will likely be very large.River play can be
tricky and that’s why my advice for you as a novice player is to play very carefully at the end.
Rather than get involved in too much sophisticated thought, I believe that it makes more sense
for you to play this street as straightforwardly as possible. As you improve your tournament play,
you’ll be adding more strategies to your playbook. Until that time, I firmly believe that getting too
clever will only cost you money in the long run.ADJUSTING FOR SHORT-HANDED PLAYPlay
becomes short-handed only during the very late stages of a tournament. As a novice player, you



won’t be making many final tables just yet. You’ll be able to last a long time and get deep in
tournaments while you’re learning the ropes, but you’ll have to get very lucky to make it as far as
the final table.Short-handed play is generally defined as six-handed or less. Playing short-
handed requires some significant strategy adjustments, especially for novices who already are
starting out with strict starting-hand requirements. Also, by that point in a tournament, the stack
size to blind ratio is usually small. This means that players will be going all in more frequently
rather than coming in with a standard-sized raise. This actually helps you as a novice because
your approach of playing your hands aggressively before the flop becomes the norm in short-
handed play. Your opponents often will not have enough chips to justify calling your raises to
outplay you after the flop because it will cost them far too high a percentage of their stacks.
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Chris Meets West, “A great starting point. The game has evolved since the creation of this book,
but it still has plenty of arrows for your quiver that are worthwhile from some of the generations
best players.”

Anthony Lawrence, “Best Poker Book yet. I pre-ordered this a long, long time ago and had
almost given up on it when I got the the email that it was being shipped.The funny thing about
this is that the most important thing I learned from this book wasn't in the book at all..First of all:
this really isn't a book for beginners. There is a chapter by Evelyn Ng that lays out a strategy for
beginners, but that's not the main thrust of the book. This is about power tournament no limit
poker and it's the absolute best book I've read yet.The problem with many other poker books is
that you sometimes can't tell what game they are talking about: pot limit, limit, cash games? The
strategies for all of those are much, much different than those for tournament NL so the lessons
learned can be very harmful. Daniel makes it very clear what he is talking about.Here's another
thing: most poker books aren't really written well. The authors aren't writers, and it shows.
Daniel Negreanu writes very, very well and that makes a big difference. I really appreciated
that.There are several other chapters by important players: Brunsen, Lindgren, Ng, Williams and
Wasicka all contributed material. Frankly, they could have left all of that out and I would have
been just as happy. I don't mean that those are bad chapters, but for me the meat of this book is
Daniel's.So what's that most important thing I learned here? Simply, that I was right.That is, over
the few years that I've been playing, I have slowly come to the same place that Daniel outlines:
"small ball" is the path to winning tourneys. But every time I'd express any opinion along those
lines, the old-style Doyle Brunsen high-aggression players would insist that I was wrong. Well, if
I'm wrong, so is Daniel and I don't think many are in a position where they have any claim to
question his play.Not that I'm in Daniel's league, of course. But so much of what he said caused
me to say "Yeah!" and feel vindicated and of course the rest helped me refine and improve the
things I have been thinking about.Of course the thing about poker is that if "everyone" started
playing small ball, the old style Doyle Brunsen aggression would once again be the best play.
You always have to remember that primarily you have to "play the player" and be ready to switch
your style as circumstances dictate. However, right now a lot of the lesser wannabees still know
nothing about small ball so the few that really apply these lessons will benefit greatly.I feel a little
funny recommending this book. If everyone I play with read it, I might not do as well as I do.
Well, unless they all took this as cookie cutter recipes (something Daniel warns against, by the
way). The big lesson here is that good poker is smart poker - that it's not about "always do this if
that", but only about looking for (and creating) opportunity.I'm not a great poker player. I've only
been playing NLHE a few years and may never get beyond mediocre, but if I ever do, I know that
Daniel's book will have had a lot to do with it.”



Frederick G. Smith, “Includes a variety of approaches to Hold'em. Includes a variety of
approaches to hold'um poker, including Negranu's "Small Ball" approach. Pretty detailed and
complete.  Good insight for the intermediate player.”

Joe, “AWESOME is the only word that describes it.. This book has so much good information
from a strategy for beginning players to advanced players. I am a stats guy and my degree is in
risk management so stats is my life. LOL Anyway, I read the entire book first. Then I went through
it again and took meticulous notes and did index cards on all the starting hands and positions
and bets. I play a lot of local armature games and do very well but it is all low stakes so even
when you win its not worth the time it takes to play the game. 3 hours to win 75 bucks isn't that
great so I needed to step up my game to move on to larger more expensive tournaments. I was
however able to test the strategies out at my local games and even though I almost always
finished in the money using these let me build bigger stacks and get to the higher payout levels.
Once this Covid-19 is over I plan on playing in some WSOP and WPT events and see if I can
make a go of playing professionally.”

Eds, “Five Stars. Excellent.”

SPCleaver, “Five Stars. Great book.”

Ebook Library Reader, “just good. good”

Howzen, “Five Stars. verry good book”
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